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Abstract
Gender identity is a rapidly changing concept and so is the language that we use to talk about
ourselves or others that may identify outside of the traditional binary system. Spanish
typically functions as a masculine generic-dominated language, but there are attempts to
make the language more inclusive. One of those attempts appeared in the early 2000s: -x.
This marker is unpronounceable as a syllable nucleus. Via an online survey and virtual
interviews, this project discovers how Spanish speakers from various countries incorporate
gender inclusive language (IL) in writing and speech. Which speakers incorporate IL?
Additionally, why do they use IL? The statistically significant variables are gender identity
and birth country. Growing faster in popularity than the -x is the morpheme -e, already
existent in the Spanish phonological and lexical systems. The interviews reveal that speakers
who desire to use IL do not do so infallibly and their motivations are varied.

Keywords
Inclusive language, Spanish inclusive language, sociolinguistics, language change and
variation, gender and language.
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Summary for Lay Audience
This thesis investigates how Spanish speakers are attempting to use gender inclusive
language. Traditionally, the Spanish language has two genders, male and female. Spanish
uses the ending –o for men, and –a for women. The traditional two-gender system is being
challenged in light of expanding awareness of complex gender identities. Speakers of
languages with grammatical gender systems are faced with difficulty in how to express
gender identities outside of the current options of man and woman. Prescriptive language
institutions are opposed to altering the grammatical system of Spanish, and therefore
speakers must create innovations that are not standardized. Different suffixes are used by
speakers to express inclusive language in Spanish, and there is no real consensus on which
inclusive marker to use. This study finds that the suffix –e has become the most popular
option to use in both speech and writing. Additionally, –x is the second most popular option
to use in writing while doubled forms (los chicos y las chicas) are the second most popular
option for inclusive language in speech. Gender and birth country have significant
correlations with many of the tested variables, and they are the only demographic variables
that are found to be significant in this study. The motivations for using inclusive language are
varied, and the future solution is unclear, but Spanish speakers are highly aware of the
difficulty surround the relationship between expanding gender identities and the binary
grammatical gender system. This thesis provides a snapshot in time of the current
environment surrounding gender inclusive language in Spanish.
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Chapter 1

1

Introduction

This is a study investigating gender inclusive language, both spoken and written, in
Spanish from speakers that are native or near native in the year 2019-2020. Spanish is
traditionally viewed as a grammatically binary gender-based Romance language
(Loporcaro 2018). This means that all nouns, whether animate or not, are either
masculine or feminine, as are elements that agree with nouns (determiners, adjectives,
third-person pronouns). In the case of inanimate subjects, the allocation of gender is
arbitrary. Inanimate nouns like ‘floor’ and ‘table’ (el piso M.S. and la mesa F.S.,
respectively) are examples of the binary gender system in Spanish.
On the other hand, the gender of most animate subjects corresponds to the apparent
biological sex of the referent, particularly when denoting humans, but also for familiar
animals (i.e. pets). Nouns that refer to humans, like ‘student’, generally have two
alternate forms, male and female (e.g. el alumno M.S. and la alumna F.S.). In most nouns
with human referents, the male ends in -o and the female in -a, although there are other
nouns that have different endings, such as other vowels (rarely) or a select few
consonants. With these other suffixes, there is not always a difference between the
masculine and feminine forms of the noun, with gender being marked by determiners or
other agreeing elements (e.g. el/la artista). Due to the male-dominated nature of Spanish,
some researchers have conducted research to discover how to make Spanish more gender
inclusive (e.g. Vidal-Ortíz & Martínez 2018; Prewitt-Freilino et al. 2011).
Gender inclusive language is defined as a way of speaking that does not perpetuate
gender-based stereotypes, and includes all gender identities (Sczesny et al. 2016; Nissen
2013). Gender inclusive language has different goals, but the main goal is to rid language
of gender and linguistic asymmetries. One goal is to increase visibility of women, by
always providing the feminine form along with the masculine, for example. The other
goal is to enable people who do not identify as a man or a woman have the ability to
speak about themselves in a language where grammatical gender is required. A problem
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arises on how best to indicate gender neutrality in a language that is explicitly binarily
gendered. Currently, one is required to pick either masculine or feminine gender,
denoting either man or woman gender identity. As part of the established grammar, there
is no way to talk about or refer to a person that does not identify as a man or woman.
Prescriptive language institutions, such as the Royal Spanish Academy, are opposed to
gender inclusive language and without the guidance of a language institution, speakers
have to choose how they want to represent inclusivity through their language. This gives
speakers freedom, but it also allows for ambiguity. Because there are no institutional
guidelines in Spanish, speakers are left to their own devices and there are multiple
different options. The prescriptive institutions in Spanish are adamantly opposed to
changing how Spanish discusses gender identities by opposing any option for gender
marking that is not masculine or feminine to refer to the dos sexos (Real Academia
Española 2018: 21). This is interesting because Latin had a neuter gender in addition to
the masculine and feminine genders, but it was lost as Latin evolved to Romance and
then to modern languages, like Spanish (Loporcaro 2018).
Gender inclusivity is a topic that is extremely relevant in current times as we begin to
question the traditional binary gender system in light of changing gender roles and
identities in current times. We see words like latinx and they being added to the English
dictionary as a way to refer to all people with Latin American heritage (GuidottiHernandez 2017; Locker 2019). This thesis examines the current options for gender
inclusive language in Spanish, with the awareness that it is a conversation that is
happening currently and the outlook or perspective of gender inclusivity is changing
rapidly.
Gender inclusive language provides an option, or options, beyond the traditional
masculine-feminine binary currently available in Spanish. Inclusive language markers
tackle semantic gender, for (primarily human) animate referents. Semantic gender is
motivated by social gender roles. The binary system established for grammatical gender
will persist in languages with grammatical gender, like Spanish. Thus, ‘floor’ and ‘table’
will continue to be masculine and feminine, respectively, in Spanish. But nouns and
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adjectives with human referents are affected by gender inclusive language because they
correspond to social gender roles. Thus, the grammatical gender system that is an
essential component of Romance languages would not be completely removed, but rather
expanded to account for expanding social roles.
The masculine generic has been long established as the default way to address or refer to
a group of people (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 2003), and is (traditionally, normatively)
stated to be inclusive of all people. Women and gender minorities are gaining more
power socially. In light of that, the conversation surrounding the masculine generic is
expanding and so is the acknowledgement that the masculine generic is not inclusive of
all genders as normative language institutions (Real Academia Española 2018) convey it
to be. There are numerous perception studies that demonstrate that the masculine generic
is not inclusive and women and other gender minorities do not identify with a masculine
generic.
Since the 1980s, there have been five different ways to represent gender inclusive
language that have appeared in Spanish. Doublets were the first way that inclusive
language was introduced in Spanish, along with the innovative markers -o/a, -a(o), and
-@. This was the standard way that inclusive language was represented till the early
2000s, and these options were thought to be inclusive until recently (Milian 2017). The
adoption of the suffix -x into Spanish to replace gendered endings (-a and -o) has recently
been researched (e.g. Guidotti-Hernández 2017; Milian 2017; Higa & Dunham 2019).
The -x developed in the United States in the early 2000s and was introduced by heritage
speakers and Latin American immigrants (Morales 2018). Starting in the mid-2010s, a
new inclusive option appeared online that mimicked the existing morphophonology of
Spanish : -e (Slemp et al. 2019). There has not been significant linguistic research into
the more recent inclusive attempts like the -x and the -e in Spanish that examines the
situation of inclusive language, the motivation, and the rationale for favoring one
inclusive form over another.
The inclusive suffixes -o/a, -@, and -x will be referred to as innovative markers in this
thesis. These inclusive options will not be labeled as morphemes due to the debate about
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their pronunciation and their meanings. For example, some may read todxs as a
masculine generic, a doublet, as [to.ðe.ki.ses], or as [to.ðes]. All of these different
pronunciations also affect the meaning of the word, as either inclusive or not, binary or
not, and innovative or not. However, the inclusive suffix -e will be labeled as a
morpheme in this thesis because there is little to no debate on the pronunciation and it is
clearly marked as an innovative, gender inclusive form when used. I do this with the
recognition that the conversation around gender inclusive language in Spanish is
changing rapidly, as well as the categorization and labels.
The project examines if one of the inclusive options is more prominent than the others,
and the motivations for using one form over the other. It is also a sociolinguistic
examination, determining if there are any demographic variables that have a significant
correlation with gender inclusive language, since the previous literature indicates that age
and gender have an effect on language change and variation (Kirkham & Moore 2013;
Queen 2013). This research accomplishes the goal of seeing what innovations speakers
are developing and using in order to get outside of the binary options.
The 102 participants are Spanish-speaking individuals in 11 different countries around
the world. These participants completed a survey and two of them then went on to
complete an interview (discussed further in 4.4) The project is a synchronic snapshot of
the current state of gender inclusive language in Spanish, with minor references to other
languages, such as English. Much of the literature that appears when searching a term
like latinx deals with ethnicity, which is not the focus of the present project. Latinx as an
ethnicity has become common, particularly in the US. Latinx as an ethnicity is not
examined, but rather the -x as an inclusive marker for gender is evaluated as to its
popularity and efficacy.
The research questions that guided the development of the survey and interview were:
1. Which Spanish speakers incorporate gender inclusive language that is not
established as part of the grammatical system?
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2. How and to what extent do Spanish speakers express gender inclusivity orally and
in writing?
3. What motivates speakers to incorporate gender inclusivity?
Following this chapter is the literature review, which briefly covers gender acquisition
and processing, delves deeper into the morphosyntax and phonology of gender in
Spanish, and then examines language change and variation, motivations for inclusive
language, and provides a history of the past and present inclusive language attempts in
Spanish. Following the literature review is the methodology. Following that, the
methodology details the survey and interview instruments, as well as the ethics protocol
and recruitment procedure. The results are presented following the methodology. The
results chapter contains significant and non-significant results for the quantitative
analysis and also a qualitative analysis for the applicable questions. Finally, the
discussion chapter examines all of the results and compares back to the literature review,
as well as the outlook for future projects and significance of the present study.
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Chapter 2

2

Literature Review

The following literature review briefly examines gender acquisition in Spanish and
gender processing, to give a background to these topics, although this project will not
discuss these in detail. It then analyzes in more detail the morphosyntax of grammatical
gender in Romance, the phonology of grammatical gender in Spanish, the effects of
grammatical gender on perception, motivations for inclusive language, a section on
language change and variation, and finally, the span of inclusive language attempts in
Spanish.

2.1 Gender Acquisition in Spanish
Spanish-speaking children acquire or recognize the gender of animate and inanimate
nouns alike at a young age, normally as young as 34 months old (e.g. Pérez-Pereira 1991;
Lew-Williams & Fernald 2007; Foote 2014). This binary grammatical gender system is
acquired early and easily in speakers from a young age and is pervasive in the entirety of
the Spanish language. Gender agreement within phrases is marked phonologically and
morphosyntactically, discussed in 2.3 and 2.4, and it is suggested that these markings
help listeners follow different referents in speech (Lew-Williams & Fernald 2007).
Proficient native speakers of a language with grammatical gender are thought to store
gender as an inherent property of each noun (Schriefers & Jescheniak 1999). Researchers
claim that this knowledge allows native speakers to produce correct gender agreements,
suggesting gender is an example of rule-governed behavior (Tucker, Lambert & Rigault
1977). Learners of Spanish thus need to acquire the nominal feature of gender in their
implicit knowledge systems before being able to make valid form-function mappings in
the language (Alarcón 2011).
Many studies show that Spanish-speaking adults respond quicker to nouns with
grammatical gender cues than without (e.g. Wicha, Moreno, & Kutas 2004) and 2- to 3year-old Spanish learners are able to identify familiar nouns 90 ms faster when a gender
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marked article precedes the noun (Lew-Williams & Fernald 2007). In contrast, Alarcón
(2011) shows that late bilinguals rarely master the grammatical system when they have
an L1 that does not have such a system (such as L1 English speakers learning Spanish as
an L2); heritage speakers, however, are able to demonstrate L1-like proficiency in
regards to grammatical gender. This means that gender is something that is acquired and
proficiency requires early exposure to the structure. Gender acquisition of inanimate
nouns generally occurs later than with animate nouns, and both L1 and L2 learners tend
to be less accurate with inanimate noun gender (Andersen 1984, Fernández-García
1999).
Gender acquisition is accompanied by gender processing.

2.2 Gender Processing
According to Guillelmon & Grosjean (2001), when they investigated the nature of gender
processing during spoken word recognition in bilinguals, they concluded that early
acquisition is vital for nativelike processing of gender. According to Carroll (1989),
children acquiring a gender-marking language from birth initially analyze determiners as
part of the noun and only later reanalyze them as separate words. Late learners do not go
through these stages of analysis and reanalysis and thus do not develop gender
representations in the same way as native speakers.
In the study conducted by Foote (2014), feminine nouns in Spanish were recognized
significantly faster than masculine nouns overall. Additionally, nouns overtly marked for
gender (ending in -o for masculine and -a for feminine) were recognized more quickly
than nouns not transparently marked. The reason could be that the masculine is seen as a
default in Romance languages and there is therefore no gender information specified in
the lexical entry of masculine nouns (Harris 1991: 44). Instead, it is possible that
morphophonological cues are utilized during the postlexical check of grammatical
agreement of masculine nouns because there is no gender information in the lexical entry
of these nouns that the processor can utilize to carry out the check. Foote's (2014) results
may indicate that while gender cues in the noun phrase are used at both prelexical and
postlexical stages of word recognition in native speakers and early learners, late learners
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are only able to make use of these cues after word recognition has taken place (2014:
382).
Grammatical gender is an interesting linguistic category for analysis because it involves
both lexical access and syntactic processing (Carroll 1989, Corbett 1991). From a
psycholinguistic perspective, there are two main types of models that address how stored
gender information may be processed during language comprehension (Friederici &
Jacobsen 1999). According to interactive models of lexical access, word recognition can
be affected by the syntactic form of the word and by contextual information (Grosjean et
al. 1994, Bates et al. 1996). In this model, gender information specified on preceding
elements in a noun phrase can affect the recognition of a subsequent noun by allowing
the speaker to narrow the possible word candidates to only those nouns with gender
agreeing with the provided gender information. The other type of model that addresses
how gender may be processed is modular in nature, where lexical access is independent
of contextual information about semantics and syntax (Tanenhaus & Lucas 1987).
Modular models assume that gender cannot affect the process of recognizing a word but
may affect processes that occur postlexically. These opposing views provide insight into
whether innovative gender forms will cognitively affect word recognition.
In some psycholinguistic models of speech production, it is assumed that lexical access
occurs in two steps. In the first step, an abstract word representation is retrieved, allowing
access to the word’s syntactic properties (like gender). In the second step, the
phonological form is accessed. There is debate about this, as some researchers state that
gender information is accessed almost immediately, prior to other syntactic and
phonological information (e.g. Flaherty 2001). It would appear that its influence on
conceptual representation is paramount in gender system languages (Flaherty 2001).
Although there is not consensus as to the exact order of processing gender, gender is
important for word recognition. Gender acquisition and gender processing are aided by
morphosyntactic clues.
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2.3 The Morphosyntax of Grammatical Gender in Romance
All major modern Romance languages, apart from Romanian, are known to contain a
binary grammatical gender system (Loporcaro 2018). The masculine form in Romance is
the syntactically unmarked form (in the case of Spanish, nouns and their agreements
generally ending in -o) and systematically occurs on agreement targets in default
contexts, such as the situations of the coming examples and Table 1. Generally, the
masculine singular form of adjectives is utilized with non-canonical controllers (1), as
well as for cases where the clitic resumes a nominal or adjectival predicate rather than an
argument (2). Examples come from Loporcaro (2018:36).
(1) Es bonito/*bonita ir al mar
be.PRS.3SG nice:M.SG/*nice:F.SG go.INF to-the sea(M)
(2) Es guapa. Lo/*La es
‘(She) is beautiful:F.SG She:M.SG is.’
Masculine agreement is also the default option in gender resolution contexts,
demonstrated in (3) below (Loporcaro 2018).
(3) La mesa y el piso son blancos/*blancas
DEF:F.SG table(F)-SG and the.M floor(M)-SG be.3PL white-M.PL/*white-F.PL
Example (3) above indicates the default status of the masculine gender value, while
feminine plural agreement is selected only when both conjuncts are feminine and none
denotes a male noun. Summarized in Table 1 below, from Loporcaro (2018:38). In b.
below, this is a Romance innovation with respect to Latin, where the neuter gender
(plural) used to take this role. This will be discussed in more detail in 2.8.2.1, the
masculine generic.
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Table 1: Situations to Use Masculine or Feminine Plural (Loporcaro 2018: 38)
a.
b.

c.

if all conjuncts are feminine

→

feminine plural

if one conjunct denotes a male animate

→

masculine plural

elsewhere

→

masculine plural

French is the major language that is the closest to having a convergent gender system. A
convergent gender system contains a gender contrast in the singular, but not in the
plural. In the evolution from Latin to modern Romance languages, the latter have
undergone reduction in their grammatical systems, rather than complexification
(Loporcaro 2018:40). French, however, only tends toward the convergent gender system
among determiners. The Northern Italian dialects, like Milanese, do not contrast gender
in the plural of determiners, personal pronouns, or pronominal clitics (Loporcaro 2018).
Romanian, also retains the ‘neuter’ gender for a small subset of inanimate nouns, like
apple măr(ul), though this ‘neuter’ gender is normally masculine in the singular and
feminine in the plural (Loporcaro 2018:55).
Noun morphology aids in gender agreement, and is a reliable cue for establishing correct
agreements in the phrase and sentence as a whole (Alarcón 2011). Native Spanish
speakers use overt morphology as a strong linguistic cue for gender agreement in both
comprehension and production (Alarcón 2011).
In addition to morphosyntactic clues, speakers use phonological cues to aid in gender
processing and acquisition.

2.4 The Phonology of Grammatical Gender in Spanish
Spanish has reliable phonological cues for gender, given that the majority of the nouns
that end in -a are feminine, and those that end in -o are masculine (Loporcaro 2018;
Clegg 2010). After examining a Spanish/English dictionary, researchers found that 99.8%
of nouns ending in -o are masculine and 96.3% of nouns ending in -a are feminine
(Teschner & Russell 1984). The successor of the Latin second declension largely
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correlates with -o and is 99.7% masculine in modern Spanish, and there is a minority of
feminines from the Latin fourth declension (Loporcaro 2018; Bull 1965). The Latin third
declension nouns are particularly prone to reassignment to the one of the two genders in
Romance because this declension had no prevailing gender association. According to
Bull (1965:109), 89.2% of nouns in Spanish ending in -e are identified as masculine, like
coche, and come from the third declension that were reassigned in modern Spanish.
Nouns that end in a consonant or -e, and (the very few) nouns that end in other vowels
are categorized as opaque with respect to gender, despite some predictable patterns.
There are also nouns that end in -a or -o that have the opposite gender of what is expected
(e.g. el mapa, la mano). There are approximately twice as many transparently marked
nouns in Spanish as there are opaque (Harris 1991). The gender of a noun has
consequences for other elements in the noun phrase and beyond, namely agreement with
determiners and adjectives. There are many adjectives that do not vary in form depending
on the gender of the noun that they agree with, but may end in -e, or a consonant (or
rarely, another vowel).
For Spanish phonology, there are certain types of syllable structures allowed,
demonstrated in Figure 1 below (Colina 2009: 11).
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Figure 1: Types of Syllable Structures in Spanish (Colina 2009: 11)1
As demonstrated in Figure 1 above, Spanish syllables must contain vowels, and there are
only a few consonant clusters that are permitted. In Spanish, [ks], [gz], [s], or variations
of [x], the possible phonetic representations of orthographic <x>, are not permissible as
syllable nuclei. The orthographic <x> is normally produced in Spanish either as [ks],
[gz], or rarely [x], which is usually determined by the origin of the word. For example,
México and anexar are pronounced differently.
A common inclusive word that contains the -x marker in Spanish is todxs (‘everyone’
N.P., in comparison to todos, M.P.), mentioned in the introduction and discussed more in

1

The abbreviations VG and C stands for vowel, glide, consonant.
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2.8.2.4. This word is an innovation introduced by speakers. Phonetically, this would
likely be transcribed as *[to.ðk.ses] where the underlined consonant cluster is not allowed
as a syllable in Spanish. There must be a vowel present to form the second syllable.
Therefore, the question is raised as to how -x is pronounceable, and to the overall
viability of this inclusive marker. Growing in popularity more rapidly than the -x, is the
morpheme -e (Slemp et al. 2019). Contrarily to the -x, there is no question how -e would
be pronounced because the epicene -e exists in Spanish already, in words like estudiante
(‘student’ [es.tu.ðjan.te] MF.S.) and verde (‘green’ [beɾ.ðe] MF.S.) which do not overtly
mark for gender. To take the earlier example, todes (‘everyone’ [to.ðes] N.P.) is easily
pronounceable according to Spanish phonological patterns.
DeGuzmán (2017) argues that the term Latinx is pronounceable in English and in
Spanish. The author claims that the epicene <x> would be pronounced as a separate letter
in each respective language. Therefore, in English [læ.ʔɪn.ɛks] and in Spanish
[la.ti.ne.kis] or plural [la.ti.ne.ki.ses]. This is still problematic as the -x appears in words
other than latin-, like todxs. A normally two syllable word ([to.ðos] or [to.ðas], or
innovative/inclusive [to.ðes]) becomes [to.ðe.ki.ses] and doubles in length if the -x
grapheme is to be pronounced as the letter [e.kis].
Grammatical gender has been proven to have an effect on perception.

2.5 Grammatical Gender and Perception
Accurately representing the gender of an animate referent has perceptual implications, as
shown by the studies conducted by Flaherty (2001) and Nissen (2013). In Flaherty’s
(2001) experiment, it can be seen that the association between gender assignment and
grammatical gender increases with age when assigning gender to a cartoon drawing of an
object. Additionally, boys made a significantly higher choice of male gender for
masculine nouns and girls made a significantly higher choice of female gender for
feminine nouns. In the study, the gender attributed to the inanimate object matched the
grammatical gender the majority of the time. The dominant influence on Spanishspeaking adults assigning gender to a cartoon of an object was grammatical gender. A
child begins to use a grammatical gender system as a classifier somewhere between 6 and
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9 years of age. Similarly, in the study by Clarke et al. (1981), comparison of the
responses of Arabic and English speakers suggests that the gender of the nouns in Arabic
affected the response of the Arabic speakers. Nouns like 'necklace' and 'perfume', whose
equivalents are masculine in Arabic, received a higher masculine rating than from
English speakers, where these objects are traditionally associated with women.
In Nissen (2013), a survey was conducted at three different universities in Spain by
Nissen in 1995 and 2005. There was a bias towards a male perspective for the masculine
form, and a greater male bias for the neutral form (e.g. el alumnado ‘students’ or ‘student
body’), and the least amount of gender bias for the doublet forms. In 1995, the dual form
created a more gender-neutral interpretation than a gender neutral form. The same survey
was then repeated in 2005 at the same universities. There is a small female bias in the
masculine form, and stronger biases towards the gender neutral term and the doubled
forms. In this survey, the masculine form is the most gender-neutral and the least genderneutral is the doubled form, different from 1995. From 1995 to 2005, the gender bias for
both the masculine forms and the gender neutral forms has dropped, but for the doubled
form it has risen. Interestingly, female bias increased from 1995 to 2005. While the form
that is most perceived as gender-neutral is the masculine form, the form that ensures the
visibility of women is the dual form (Nissen 2013). Women more readily connect the
masculine and the neutral forms with their own genders in 2005. It should be noted that
75% of the participants were women in the 2005 study. There is a strong tendency for
men to connect the three forms with their own gender, behaving in a more gender-centric
way than women. In general, language tends to be androcentric (Stahlberg et al. 2007).
Although both of these surveys are dated, both demonstrate that there is no perfect form
for neutrality and the mental representation evoked in people’s minds can differ.
Prewitt-Freilino et al. (2012) have attempted to discover the relationship between gender
equality in a society and how that correlates to the gendered nature of their respective
languages by examining 134 countries. The primary language (or languages) of these
countries were categorized as either gendered (54.5%), natural gender (9%), genderless
(19.4%), gendered and natural gender (4.5%), gendered and genderless (4.5%), natural
gender and genderless (5.2%), or other (3%), determined by the percentage of the
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population that speaks each language. In the study, the authors utilize the World
Economic Forum’s Global Gap Index and sub-indices (Hausmann et al. 2009) and use the
covariates of geographic location, religious tradition, system of government, and relative
human development. Some of these covariates did have an effect on gender equality,
such as religion and geographic location, and the authors accounted for this in their
analysis. The countries that had languages with a grammatical gender system, such as
Belize, demonstrated less gender equality in their societies, especially in regards to
gender differences in economic participation. On the contrary, countries with natural
gender languages, such as Barbados, demonstrated greater gender equality in their
societies. Although no definite conclusions can be made to explain this, one possible
solution suggested by the authors is that the overt gendered language could have an
impact on perceptions about gender differences.
Due to previous studies like Boroditsky et al. (2003), researchers find that when language
constantly calls attention to gender distinctions by discriminating between masculine and
feminine nouns, individuals tend to draw distinctions between men and women.
Researchers like Boroditsky et al. (2003), have discovered that the grammatical gender of
a term for an inanimate object can influence people's perceptions of the masculine or
feminine characteristics of that object. This leads us to believe that the extent to which a
language distinguishes grammatically between the masculine and feminine could have
serious consequences for the social, economic, and political standing of women relative
to men (Prewitt-Freilino et al. 2012). Gender inclusive language reforms aim to reduce
gender stereotyping and, with feminization, increase the visibility of women (Stahlberg et
al. 2007). There is a link between grammatical gender of language and sexist attitudes
(Wasserman & Weseley 2009). Gender ideology is constructed through language and
identifying cissexist language patterns is a critical step towards dismantling the
oppression trans people experience (Zimman 2017).
Hyde (1984) found that only 12% of children wrote about female characters when asked
to write a story that used the prompt “when a kid goes to school [he] often feels excited
on the first day” (699), and only 18% of children wrote about a female when [they] was
used. Contrarily, in the Hyde (1984) study, 42% of children wrote about a female
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character when [he or she] was used. Vigliocco et al. (2005) examines Italian nouns and
discovered that grammatical gender affects meaning more when the mapping between
grammatical gender and the semantic categories for sex and gender are more direct (e.g.
differentiating ragazzo and ragazza to mean boy and girl) compared to when the
relationship between grammatical gender and semantic gender are largely arbitrary, like
in German (Junge ‘boy’ and Mädchen ‘girl’).
Perception studies tied to grammatical gender are only one of the motivations for
inclusive language.

2.6 Motivations for Inclusive Language
Research has linked gender-exclusive language with sexist beliefs and attitudes (Swim et
al. 2004, Sczesny et al. 2015). This can go as far as those with sexist beliefs making
deliberate decisions to use language that perpetuates gender stereotyping and supports
patriarchy, as seen in Sczesny et al. (2015) where participants deliberately avoided using
gender-inclusive language because they viewed it as oppressive political correctness or
that it was unnecessary due to the (false) masculine generic (2015: 952). Gender belief
systems can lead to people adopting certain language forms. For example, Jacobson and
Insko (1985) show that participants with stronger sexist attitudes choose non-sexist
pronouns English (e.g. they) less frequently than participants with less sexist attitudes.
Men score higher on sexist attitudes, and men have been found to use more masculine
generic pronouns than women (e.g. Rubin et al. 1994; Pauwels 2003; Cralley and
Ruscher 2005). These researchers find that non-sexist men used gender-inclusive
language primarily when they were not cognitively busy with another task, such as
sending an email. Thus, such language use appeared to require explicit, intentional
decision making. Studies are being done on why speakers choose to incorporate gender
inclusivity into their speech, but not extensively in Spanish (e.g. Sczesny et al. 2015;
Patterson 2017).
Masculine generics can also pose legal challenges for women and other gender
minorities, unless it is specified that laws or legal documents apply to all people, or only
men (Prewitt-Freilino et al. 2012). In the study by Stout and Dasgupta (2011), women
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experienced a lower sense of belonging, less motivation, and less expected identification
than women exposed to gender inclusive or gender-neutral language, meaning that
inclusive language is important to include and motivate women.
According to Fishbein and Ajzen (2011), people use gender-inclusive language when
they (a) hold favorable attitudes toward the behavior, (b) perceive supportive norms, and
(c) perceive high behavioral control or ease in performing the behavior. Sczesny et al.
(2015) completed two studies with German native speakers, where participants reported
moderately positive attitudes towards the use of gender-inclusive language but only
incorporated gender-inclusive language forms in about four of ten of the fill-in-the-blank
responses. Additionally, gender-inclusive language was significantly predicted by
frequency of past behavior and marginally by intentions. Sczensy et al. (2015) found that
gender-inclusive language is a product of both deliberate and habitual factors.
Spontaneous use of inclusive language was found to be guided by explicit intentions to
use it as well as more implicit processes involving use of it in the past (Sczesny et al.
2015).
One major factor that makes individuals use or reject gender inclusive language is the
novelty of gender-fair forms, which conflicts with speakers’ linguistic habits (Blaubergs
1980). Additionally, initiatives for gender inclusive language were first instigated by
activist movements and for that reason are often met with negative reactions (Sczesny et
al. 2016). In general, the reaction to gender inclusive language depends on attitudes
toward gender arrangements (Jost & Kay 2005, Carney et al. 2008). In Sczesny et al.
(2015), sexist speakers avoid inclusive language because they are reluctant to change
their linguistic habits and they also deliberately use a form of language that treats males
as the norm and makes women less visible. According to Sczesny et al. (2015),
“interpersonal communication contributes to gender stereotyping via written words,
spoken utterances, and the mass media” (2015:943). Language not only allows us to
transfer information, but also to express social hierarchies, including gender.
The member states of the European Union have pledged themselves to an equal treatment
of women and men in the Treaty of Lisbon (European Commission 2007), and the use of
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inclusive language is widely recommended (UNESCO 1999). These standards promoted
by UNESCO and the EU do not regulate language use in the different countries and are
not considered mandatory within their member states. Due to the lack of regulation, some
educational textbooks, governmental policies, and job advertisements use inclusive
language and others do not. This inconsistency is problematic because in the presence of
inclusive language, masculine forms may be understood as referring to man-identifying
persons only (e.g. Gabriel et al. 2008).
It is important to take a look at how Spanish is changing to incorporate inclusivity in
comparison with how languages normally change.

2.7 Language Change and Variation
Normally changes in the written structure of a language follow changes in spoken
language (Fought 2013); gender inclusive innovations in this case are the opposite, where
the -@ and -x markers have been introduced into written language without regard for a
uniform pronunciation, and without even considering whether it will be possible to
pronounce at all. Adolescents are frequently the sector of speakers that drive language
variation and change (Kirkham & Moore 2013). They are between adulthood and
childhood, which creates the perfect environment to “adapt, resignify and reconstrue
language variation” (Kirkham and Moore 2013: 399) so it is not surprising that the
generation participating largely in the Latinx movement is the adolescent group and
younger adults (e.g. Guidotti-Hernandez 2017, Slemp et al. 2019). Additionally, women
are more likely to use innovative forms in language when prestige is not a consideration
(Queen 2013). Ethnicity may also contribute to the pronunciation of gender inclusive
language (Fought 2013), though it is not the focus of this project, one cannot ignore the
intersectional relationship that exists between gender and ethnicity (Eckert & McConnellGinet 2003).
Language purists steadfastly oppose the inclusion of the <x> and say that it could be the
death of the Spanish language (Milian 2017). In actuality, the ability of a language to
change and adapt is a sign of plasticity and health because thriving languages undergo
constant changes while remaining recognizable as the same linguistic system (Vidal-Ortiz
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& Martínez 2018). Prewitt-Freilino et al. (2012) and Eckert & McConnell-Ginet (2003)
remind readers that linguistic modification must be accompanied by social and political
adjustments in order to truly change existing asymmetries in gender. Sarlo & Kalinowski
(2019) also state that social change needs to accompany the changes happening in
Spanish to allow for inclusive language.

2.8 Inclusive Language
Inclusive language generally only aims to affect animate nouns with human referents, or
rather affect semantic gender rather than grammatical gender. Semantic gender is
determined by the apparent biological sex of the referent and social gender roles. In
Spanish, both grammatical and semantic gender are generally denoted by either an -o or
an -a, as discussed in 2.3. Spanish nouns with grammatical gender like floor (el piso) and
table (la mesa) would not be altered by inclusive language, but nouns with semantic
gender (e.g. chico ‘boy’ and chica ‘girl’), would. There are different types of inclusive
language.

2.8.1 Types of Inclusive Language
According to Stahlberg et al. (2012) there are three types of grammatical gender
categories in language: grammatical gender languages (like the Romance languages,
Germanic languages, and Slavic languages); natural gender languages (like English and
Scandanavian languages); and genderless languages (like Finnish, Turkish, and Sinitic
languages e.g. Chinese). Gender and linguistic gender asymmetries, or the unequal
treatment of men and women through language (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 2003), are
much more visible in grammatical gender languages than in natural gender languages or
genderless languages due to every noun, article, and adjective requiring a gender marking
(Hellinger & Bußmann 2001).
Gender fair language (mostly referred to as gender inclusive language in the present
study) was introduced as a response to the gender and linguistic gender asymmetries. In
general, different strategies can be used to make language gender-fair and avoid
detrimental effects of masculine generics (discussed in 2.8.2): neutralization,
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feminization, and a combination of the two (Sczesny et al. 2016). With neutralization,
gender-marked terms are replaced by gender-indefinite nouns (e.g. policeman becomes
police officer in English). In grammatical gender languages, gender-differentiated forms
are generally replaced by epicenes with invariant grammatical gender. In addition, it is
more difficult for grammatical gender languages, like German, or in our case, Spanish, to
create a gender neutral configuration than it is for natural gender languages like English,
because animate nouns with human referents and pronouns in a grammatical gender
language have to be altered. Feminization is based on the explicit inclusion of women,
where masculine generics are replaced by feminine-masculine word pairs (Sczesny et al.
2016). With feminization, it is important to introduce the feminine form first in order to
better visibilize women (e.g. las alumnas y los alumnos ‘the students:F.P. and the
students:M.P.). This is recommended for grammatical gender languages, like Spanish
(Hellinger & Bußmann 2001). This is not always advantageous for women, such as in
Italian. In Italian, the feminine suffix -essa, has a derogatory connotation (e.g. Marcato
and Thüne 2002). Additionally, societal perceptions of feminine and masculine forms
have an effect, such as professoressa is seen as less persuasive than professore, according
to Horvath et al. (2016: 4).
To be symmetrical and more gender-fair, Stahlberg et al. (2007) recommend that for
languages with grammatical gender, the feminine could be used consistently when
referring to female persons, and the masculine when referring specifically to men. The
female form is rarely used always when referring to female persons, and all grammatical
groups (grammatical gender languages, natural gender languages, and genderless
languages) display gender asymmetry. Furthermore, this leaves the problem for those
individuals that identify as a nonbinary gender, although this is not acknowledged by
many researchers in this literature review (e.g. Hellinger & Bußmann 2001; Stahlberg et
al. 2007).
In recent decades, there has been debate as to how to represent gender inclusive language,
or language that is more representative of all genders. According to Nissen (2013), there
are traditionally three different groups of words to identify non-sexist language:
masculine forms, gender neutral forms, and doubled forms. Masculine forms show
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masculine agreement with their modifiers, syntactically. For references to human beings,
generally there is a feminine counterpart to the masculine form, and the masculine form
is treated as the generic or general form, discussed more in 2.8.2.1 below (e.g. los
alumnos could refer to both male and female students). Gender neutral forms can be
divided into collective (e.g. la gente or la población) and singular (e.g. la persona or el
individuo). Gender-neutral language deals with linguistic forms that do not overtly show
specific gender markers (Nissen 2013). These terms can refer to both men and women,
indiscriminately, whereas masculine nouns cannot refer to women alone when used
generically, as seen in example (4) below. In Spanish, we also see genderless markers
appearing, discussed in 2.8.2.4 and 2.8.2.5 below, that are not standardized. Double
forms can be used by means of repetition (e.g. los alumnos y (las) alumnas), splitting
(e.g. los/las alumno/as), or amalgamation (e.g. l@s alumn@s). The latter two options for
doubled forms are only available in writing because they are not utterable as they are
written, although both can be uttered as a doublet.
(4) Los chicos son pequeños
The boys/children/*girls are small
There have been multiple inclusive language attempts in Spanish.

2.8.2 Inclusive Language Attempts in Spanish
English, although it does not have grammatical gender, does recognize the importance of
considering nonbinary individuals when it comes to semantic gender; Merriam Webster,
the English dictionary, officially recognized in September 2019 the use of the personal
pronoun “they” (traditionally used for third person plural or generic singular, informally)
to refer to a person with a nonbinary gender, as an alternative to gendered options “he” or
“she”. In the online dictionary, they noticed an increase of 313% in the search for “they”,
which was subsequently named the “word of the year” for 2019 (Locker 2019) and
named

the

word

of

the

decade

by

the

American

Dialect

Society

(https://www.americandialect.org/category/words-of-the-year), although this pronoun is
not used for a singular referent without normative pushback, despite being added to
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dictionaries (Eckert and McConnell-Ginet 2003; Ehrlich and Meyerhoff 2017), and
being common in written English (Baranowski 2002).
According to Padilla (2016), patriarchal and heterosexual norms are reinforced through
the Spanish language. Thus, we have seen an evolution amongst terms like latino, from
latino to latina/o, introducing the feminine form first, to latin@, including both genders
simultaneously, to latinx and latine now, ridding the term of any gender identity or
affirming a nonbinary gender identity. Categories such as Latina/o and Latinx primarily
reference people within US territories because Latin American countries generally favor
national origin terms (peruanx, colombian@, etc.) connecting a person to an individual
country (DeGuzmán 2017).
The Royal Spanish Academy (RAE) has been quite vocal about its opposition to the
inclusion of a genderless option, in both writing and oral discourse (e.g. Real Academia
Española 2018; @RAEinforma, Feb 22, 2019, shown in Figure 2 below). The RAE is the
body that presides, presumably, over prescriptive Spanish grammar, syntax, morphology,
and mostly lexicon and is notoriously conservative2. As a note, only eleven women have
been accepted into the institution in its 300+ years of existence (Vidal-Ortiz & Martínez
2018).
In the 2018 style guide, the RAE states No se considera válido el uso de la arroba, la e o
la x para hacer referencia a los dos sexos: l@s niñ@s, les niñes, lxs niñxs (‘It is not
considered valid to use the -@, the –e, or the –x to make reference to the two sexes: the
kids: MF.P., the kids: N.P., the kids: N.P.’) (2018: 21). Here, we see that the RAE uses
the term “sex” rather than “gender” and affirms that there are only two biological sexes.
Furthermore, the style guide states El carácter no marcado del masculino hace
innecesario el desdoblamiento en la mayor parte de los casos: buenos días a todos;
estimados alumnos; los profesores en este centro (‘The unmarked character of the
masculine makes duplication unnecessary in most cases: good morning everyone: M.P.;

2

Other Spanish-speaking countries have their own language academies, as the RAE is an organization in
Spain, see the Asociación de Academias de la Lengua Española, www.asale.org.
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dear: M.P. students: M.P.; the professors: M.P. in this center’) (2018: 21). This last
statement reaffirms the position of being in favor of the masculine generic in all
contexts.

Figure 2: Tweet from the Real Academia Española in Response to an Inclusive
Language Question (https://twitter.com/RAEinforma/status/1098934390552444930)
(‘Hello @RAEinforma I would like to know if the use of changing the A or the O for
the letter E is already accepted. Example: Boys / children: M.P. for children: N.P.
@RAEinforma: #RAEconsultas The use of the letters <<e>> and <<x>> as supposed
inclusive gender marks is foreign to the morphology of Spanish, as well as
unnecessary, since the grammatical masculine already fulfills this function as an
unmarked term for gender opposition.’)
The –e is arguably not foreign to the morphology of Spanish, as detailed above. Despite
prescriptive pushback, the masculine generic is still considered to be a false generic.
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2.8.2.1

The Masculine (False) Generic

Female counterparts for words referring to male animates are often derived from the
masculine term, and are generally more complex (e.g. police man vs. police woman in
English; professore vs. professoressa in Italian). Female forms are not always more
complex in Spanish, as the gender alternation is normally only marked by a different
morpheme, and the female morpheme is one letter (e.g. alumno and alumna), just like the
masculine, although with some nouns the female morpheme is added to the end (e.g.
trabajador and trabajadora). In addition, the feminine form is generally used when only
females are specifically involved (e.g. las alumnas ‘the students:F.P.’), demonstrating
that the masculine is traditionally the generic form used in default contexts, using los
alumnos if there is at least one male present (Prewitt-Freilino et al. 2012). Using the
masculine forms to represent all human beings upholds the traditional gender hierarchy,
which in practice grants men more power and higher social status than women because
men are seen as the default or natural form (Ridgeway & Correll 2004).
Masculine generics (e.g. los alumnos, los trabajadores) evoke a male bias in mental
representations and make readers or listeners think more of male than female exemplars
of a person category (Stahlberg et al. 2007). When presented with the Spanish masculine
generic (such as los alumnos), the majority of speakers visualized masculine persons, and
when a doublet was included (such as los alumnos y las alumnas) there was still a
preference to visualize a male subject over a female subject, but less so, which implies
that the doublet may not be completely inclusive afterall, and that the masculine generic
is a false generic and does not equally represent both men and women (Eckert and
McConnell-Ginet 2003: 65). Additionally, opponents of language reform argue that male
false generics are a mere grammatical convention and are irrelevant to gender inequality,
but researchers have discovered otherwise (e.g. Nissen 2013), discussed above in 2.5.
Many scholars, like Schneider (2004), recognize the power that asymmetries in lexical
gender, male false generics, and the systematic way language becomes gendered can have
on social gender stereotypes and inequities in status between men and women.
The RAE continues to argue that the masculine generic is inclusive of both men and
women, as mentioned in Figure 2 above. The use of gender-unfair language, especially
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the use of masculine generics, restricts the visibility of women and the cognitive
availability of female exemplars (Stahlberg et al. 2007). This is reaffirmed by Sczesny et
al. (2015) as well. When masculine forms are used, it is women who are seen as less
prototypical category exemplars, it is women who feel less adequate or are less preferred
as job candidates, and it is women who benefit from inclusive language for these reasons
(Sczesny et al. 2016). For example, are women encouraged to apply to a job looking for
un médico especializado en enfermedades coronarias? (‘a doctor: M.S. specialized: M.S.
in coronary illnesses’). For all of these reasons, the masculine generic has been
discouraged and other inclusive forms have been encouraged, beginning with doublets
and neutral forms.

2.8.2.2

Doublets (-o(a) and –a/o) and Neutral Forms

In keeping with the growing feminist movement in Spain in the mid 1980s, concerns
were raised as to the interpretation of generic words and expressions and consequently,
the first guidelines for non-sexist language in Spanish were published (Ministerio de
Educación y Ciencia 1988). This is a 22-page document offering various solutions,
mainly encouraging doublets or collective forms. An example of the recommendations is
shown in Table 2 below (Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia 1988: 18).
Table 2: Recommendations from the Ministry of Education and Science (1988)
NO

SI

Los niños

Los niños y niñas/la infancia

Los chicos

Los chicos y chicas/la adolescencia

Los ancianos

Los ancianos y ancianas/la vejez

Los hermanos

Hermanas y hermanos o hermanos y hermanas

Some people choose to use -a/o, which prioritizes the feminine over the masculine in the
order they forms are given, and this is preferred by some over the -@ (see 2.8.2.3)
because the enclosure of the <a> in the <o> still can be seen as having a masculinist bias
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(DeGuzmán 2017). Ramírez Vélez (2009) recommends using -a/o, -o(a), doublets, or
neutral forms in their guidelines for non-sexist language.
Doublets tend to be bulky in writing, and therefore a new innovative marker appeared
that was compact, yet unpronounceable, the -@.

2.8.2.3

-@

One way to represent gender inclusive language has in recent decades been the symbol
-@ which denotes both masculine and feminine endings (-o and -a), or rather male and
female variations of animate nouns with human referents. For example, a student body
could be referred to as l@s alumn@s (‘the students’ MF.P.), which would normally be
pronounced in oral discourse with a doublet los alumnos y las alumnas (‘the male
students and the female students’), but could also be pronounced as los alumnos (‘the
male/mixed students’) because the @ symbol does not have an easily defined sound. This
supposed solution is to combat the prescriptively accepted masculine plural form which is
traditionally viewed as generic (Real Academia Española 2018), such as addressing a
student body as los alumnos would include both males and females, like previously
mentioned. There is more discussion on why the masculine generic is not inclusive in 2.5
and 2.8.2.1. In recent years, -@ and doublets have been criticized as not being inclusive
of all genders, as it still indicates a binary male/female option (de Onís 2017).
In the late 2000s, Soto (2010: 2) argues in favor of the -@ marker, in order to be rid of
“clunky” gender inclusive gender formations, like those discussed in 2.8.2.2. According
to Guidotti-Hernandez (2017), the -@ was intended to be unpronounceable, with the
possible sound of /ao/ or /oa/, but never clearly defined. Guidelines for non-sexist
language have appeared recently in Latin America (Ramírez Vélez 2009). In these
guidelines, the author recommends to avoid using the -@ because it is not a “linguistic
symbol” but recommends to use doublets instead (Ramírez Vélez 2009: 19).
Due to criticism of the binary nature of the suffixes -o/a, -a(o), and -@, and of doublets in
general, a new way to mark inclusivity appeared.
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2.8.2.4

-x

The grapheme -x has begun to be incorporated since the early 2000s as an ungendered
suffix. It appeared first in 2004, into written discourse as a non-gendered alternative,
meaning that the -x effectively crosses out or eliminates a gendered denotation (Milian
2017). According to Milian (2017), the term Latinx has been traced to online forums in
the 1990s, but the first major appearance of latinx was in the 2004 (Fall) volume of the
journal Feministas Unidas (ibid.) (Padilla 2016). This option has been popularized by the
term Latinx, referring to Latin American people of all genders. Some argue in favor of
the -x because of its simplicity. For example, Latinx is easier to type than Latin@ and
Latina/o from a mobile device (DeGuzmán 2017). While the usage of this grapheme has
been further and further incorporated into written discourse (one can easily find
occurences of todxs, lxs chicxs, etc.), the pronunciation of this -x has yet to be studied in
detail, although some studies exist (e.g. Milian 2017, Slemp et al. 2019).
More studies are necessary as the -x grows in popularity. Milian (2017) confuses
semantic and grammatical gender: “will emendations be made to 'our' food and eating
vocabulary: arepX, arrXs con habichuelXs, biscochX, buñuelXs, chicharrXn, gazpachX,
mofongX, plátanXs, picX de gallX, pupusXs, quinoX, tacXs, tortillXs, and so on?”
(2017: 131). Gender-inclusive language does not aim to alter the gender of inanimate
nouns, as discussed in 2.8, where a word like teatro (‘theater’ M.S.) would become
teatrx. To suggest this is hyperbole, and furthermore is “a refusal to acknowledge and
engage with the very real consequences of denying a community of speakers the right and
the means to name themselves by claiming that their lives are a grammatical… error or
impossibility” (Vidal-Ortiz & Martínez 2018: 393). Vidal-Ortiz and Martínez (2018)
state that Latinx, if accepted, is an “explicit incorporation” (394) of gender minorities,
although it makes conservative and normative people alike uncomfortable.
The term is most popular in the US (87.5% of results for latinx are from the U.S.), but
also occurs in Canada, the UK, Argentina, Colombia, Spain, France, and other countries
minimally (Salinas & Lozano 2017). The term appears most frequently by students in
college and universities (Salinas & Lozano 2017). Latinx began spreading beyond
LGBTQ+ communities in 2015, out of a desire to get away from the masculine-centric
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latino and the binary gender-inclusive latin@ (Scharrón-Del Río & Aja 2015). According
to Guidotti-Hernandez (2017), the Oxford English Dictionary entered Latinx as a real
English word in 2015, but young Latina/os (millennials) have been using the word since
the late 2000s. The introduction of Latinx was driven by millennials on social media, like
Facebook and Instagram, and not in spaces related to the academy (Vidal-Ortíz &
Martínez 2018). It is not until 2016 that we see Latinx appear in conference and
association presentations (Salinas & Lozano 2017). Millennials use the <x> to express
their dissatisfaction with gender binaries while seeking gender visibility, or perhaps
invisibility (Guidotti-Hernandez 2017). Latinx moves beyond Latin@ to encompass
genders outside of the limiting man-woman binary, despite the previous movement
regarding -@ being inclusive (Guidotti-Hernandez 2017). Many researchers state that the
use of latinx aims to neutralize the sex-gender binary inherent in the Spanish language
(Arce 2015, Haddock-Lazala 2016, Kilgo 2016). These are doctoral dissertations all
appearing in the last five years.
Stephen (2002) references a Zapotec community in Oaxaca, Mexico where there is a third
gender (called Muxes, singular muxe) for biologically sexed men who are not men or
women. They dress as women, but are not considered transgendered. Stephen (2002)3
claims that the term Latinx is influenced by indigenous people’s sexuality and gender
roots, because indigenous peoples from the Americas had different gender system
constructs than the European colonizers.
Both Johnston-Guerrero (2016) and Monzo (2016) refer to Latinx as an inclusive way to
refer to peoples of Latin American descent in English. Some, like Contreras (2017), argue
that a term like latinx should be reserved solely for members of the LGBTQ+
community. Others, like Namaste (2015), argue that using inclusive terms, or presenting
pronouns willingly in English are ways to be more inclusive and reduces cis-gender
privilege. To accept the term, accepts the individuals themselves.

3

Interestingly, this article appears before the first major appearance of the term Latinx in print.
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There are some that are opposed to the use of the term latinx, specifically, and genderinclusive language in Spanish more broadly. Guerrera and Orbea (2015) and Vidal-Ortiz
and Martínez (2018) claim that Latinx is a buzzword, and demonstrates the linguistic
imperialism that English, or rather the United States itself, has over Spanish.
However, Latinx does erase the conventional gender dichotomy, especially given the
evident oppressiveness of a binary gender system (DeGuzmán 2017). By replacing the
binary gender markers -o, -a, -o/a, -a/o, and -@ with an -x, attention is shifted away from
binaries to the -x, which could be ambiguous or clearly de-gendered (DeGuzmán 2017).
The use of the -x may not be the ultimate solution to gender inequality in the Spanish
language, but rather a critique of gender centrality in gender-neutrality or fluidity
(DeGuzmán 2017).
The -x has been critiqued for being problematic in terms of pronunciation, and a new
inclusive morpheme has appeared in response: the -e.

2.8.2.5

-e

To clarify, the incorporation of the grapheme -e as a not overtly marked gender suffix to
avoid the overt gender markings -o and -a is an innovation that mimics existing nouns
and adjectives in Spanish (e.g. estudiante, inteligente). Nouns and adjectives that are
normally overtly marked are affected by the incorporation of -e (amigo M.S. becomes
amigue N.S., pequeño M.S. becomes pequeñe N.S.). Vidal-Ortiz and Martínez (2018)
affirm that the closest linguistic element to a gender-neutral suffix is the -e and has been
used for years by activists in Latin America. Also, this article states that the <x> is often
pronounced as /e/ to avoid the consonant cluster /ks/ which is unpronounceable in
Spanish as a syllable nucleus, as discussed in 2.4 (2018: 391). This is affirmed by Slemp
et al. (2019), where the phrase carrera para todxs is pronounced as [to.ðos] but corrected
to [to.ðes]. Zentella (2017) notes that a term like latine has been used to circumvent the
binary gender of latino, latina/o, and latin@.
In the YouTube corpus compiled by Slemp et al. (2019), the researchers find that the
countries where inclusive language is occurring the most are Spain and Argentina.
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Additionally, the written -x forms appearing in titles of the videos are primarily
pronounced as doublets (either masculine-feminine order or secondarily as femininemasculine order). For example, a video with the word todxs would begin with a spoken
greeting to todos y todas, not *[to.dk.ses] or [to.ðe.ki.ses]. The second most common way
that written -x forms were pronounced was using /e/. Forms using -e in writing or /e/ in
pronunciation began to appear in 2013 in the Youtube corpus used by Slemp et al (2019).
This corpus is the only one to give relative chronology of different inclusive language
forms.

2.9 Summary
This project focuses on the oral expression of gender neutrality in Spanish, which is a
current gap in the literature. Many studies focus on perception of gender inclusive
language, rather than on the inclusive suffixes that are being integrated or on the rapidly
changing nature of inclusive language. The studies above primarily examine how -x (and
other inclusive markers, like -@ and -e) have been incorporated into written language,
rather than how they have been integrated into oral discourse and how it is pronounced
because the Spanish pronunciation of <x> is varied in Spanish (Salcedo 2010). For this
reason, the survey and interview guide were constructed to see how Spanish speakers are
incorporating gender inclusive language into speech and writing primarily, and what
demographic variables affect the use of inclusive language.
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Chapter 3

3

Methodology

This thesis is a mixed methods project using a survey to gather different types of data.
Some survey questions are analyzed quantitatively with statistical analysis software to
measure, rank, categorize, identify patterns and make generalizations about inclusive
language. Other survey questions and the interviews are analyzed qualitatively to
describe, interpret, contextualize, and gain in-depth insight into inclusive language in
Spanish. The interview responses are analyzed qualitatively.

3.1 Survey
The survey was created and administered on Qualtrics. The survey questions and set
responses were all in Spanish, and some of the questions were formatted to permit
quantitative analysis, while others collected qualitative responses. To begin the survey,
we collected sociolinguistic variables such as age, gender, education level, and
birthplace. The age and education options were given in intervals or categories. The age
intervals were 18-25, 26-40, 41-55, and 56+. The age ranges correspond roughly to
generational breakdowns of Generation Z, Millennial/Generation Y, Generation X, and
Baby Boomers, respectively (in the years 2019/2020 when survey responses were
collected). The education categories were primary school, secondary school, trade school,
university, masters, or doctorate. The birthplace and residence country were free response
questions. There were 25 different options for gender (the complete list can be found in
Appendix A) and the participants were able to select as many responses as they identified
with. These options were provided in both Spanish and English, with the Spanish option
listed first, since the majority of the gender identities are English terms and then calqued
in Spanish, something that was also mentioned by multiple participants in their free
responses.
After the sociolinguistic questions, the target questions of the survey began. The survey
used a mixture of set response questions and free response questions. The main questions
were: 1. do you have difficulty describing your gender identity?; 2. do you have difficulty
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describing someone else’s gender identity?; 3. do you use gender inclusive language in
writing/speech?; 4. when did you begin to use gender inclusive language?; 5. how do you
incorporate gender inclusive language (in writing/speech)?; and 6. is it important to use
gender inclusive language? There were five Likert scale questions at the end of the
survey and there were also a few questions utilizing the photo (Figure 3) with
intentionally gender diverse/ambiguous people and gender non-specific names in
Spanish. The photo was from a clothing company (Gender Free World Clothing 2018),
but the names were added by me. The questions with the photo were intended to see how
Spanish speakers describe gender-ambiguous people. The full survey text can be found in
Appendix A.

Figure 3: Gender Diverse Group with Gender Ambiguous Names (Gender Free
World Clothing 2018)
All of the questions were optional apart from the first, which requires participants to
either accept or reject the letter of information (found in Appendix C).
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There were 111 responses to the survey in total. Out of these responses, 9 were
eliminated because they did not respond past the first question.

3.2 Ethics Protocol
The ethics protocol was approved on November 1, 2019 and the NMREB certificate can
be found in Appendix D.
The ethics protocol mandated that the email addresses for the participants be collected on
a separate survey if they wished to complete an interview. So the final question on the
survey requested a pseudonym to identify their responses to the research team and then
provided a link to another survey where they could provide the pseudonym and their
email address. This method was not very effective for interview recruitment, thus there
were few qualitative interview responses, discussed below in 3.4. Thirty-one participants
provided a pseudonym, but only two went on to complete the follow-up survey to provide
their email address.
Initially, I did not recruit via large email lists, but then submitted an ethics amendment to
allow for e-mail recruitment, which was approved on May 11, 2020. The ethics certificate
can be found in Appendix E.

3.3 Recruitment
The inclusion criteria for this project were: be at least 18 years old, a native or near native
speaker (learned Spanish before age five), and have normal or corrected to normal vision
and hearing. There was no compensation for participating and the recruitment materials
clearly stated that the topic of the project was language and gender. Participants were
recruited via outreach on social media, hispanic or latinx organizations around Canada,
and YouTube. The survey was distributed via Twitter and Facebook and is also
distributed to large mailing lists via email, such as the UWO Languages and Cultures
departmental mailing list and the mailing list for the Canadian Hispanist Association.
According to Beatty and Salinas (2016: 6) “social media has become an important source
of news that influences the examination of society and culture, and its interaction of race,
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law, power, and privilege.” For these reasons, the majority of the recruitment was
completed through social media.
As mentioned in the literature review, a corpus of gender inclusive language on YouTube
was compiled in preparation for this project, and was used for initial analysis and as a
launch point for recruiting participants (Slemp et al. 2019). Additionally, the recruitment
was sent to the YouTube channels where videos were found to display inclusive
language. From this corpus, it was determined that Spain and Argentina were the
countries where inclusive language is happening the most in Spanish, and these countries
were used as hashtags (#Argentina, #España) on social media for the distribution of the
survey.
On Facebook and Twitter, the hashtags #lenguajeinclusivo (inclusive language) and
#lenguajeygénero (language and gender) were used to help distribute the survey and the
posts were shared by various people. The survey was available for over six months and
recruitment scripts were sent out multiple times over this period. This allowed for a large
number of participants to complete the survey and collect a wide range of responses.

3.4 Interviews
At the end of the survey, the participants were invited to an interview where they would
be asked questions that would allow for comparison between the written survey responses
and spoken interview responses. Only two participants completed the follow up survey,
but some did provide their email addresses on the main survey instead of a pseudonym,
and they were contacted. In the end, due to design constraints required by NMREB, just
two interviews were done via Zoom. The interview questions were: 1. why did you select
the gender you did on the survey? 2. describe yourself and the people that you work
with? 3. what is your preferred way to incorporate gender inclusive language? (in
writing/speech) 4. when did you begin to use it? 5. is it difficult to incorporate? and 6.
what do you see as the future of gender inclusive language? There were also questions
utilizing the photo from Figure 3, but describing different personas than they did on the
survey. The interviews were structured. The complete interview guide can be found in
Appendix B.
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3.5 Data Analysis
All of the survey data was translated from Spanish to English prior to analysis. The
majority of the questions permitted for responses that are either qualitative or are
categorical variable responses. The categorical variables allowed for analysis via chi
square test of association for independent samples. There were five likert scale questions
at the end of the survey, and these permitted a quantitative analysis via one way
ANOVA. To complete the statistical analysis, the data was downloaded from Qualtrics
and uploaded into Excel, where it was coded and some categories (residence country,
birth country, and gender) were collapsed to permit the analysis.
Table 3: Type of Coding Completed on Survey Questions for Data Analysis
Survey Question

Type of coding done for data analysis

Describa a la persona Belén en
esta imagen, usando adjetivos y
características
descriptivas.
Escriba al menos 3 oraciones.

The adjectives used by the participants were
examined for the gendered suffix and then
categorized as either masculine (-o), feminine (-a),
ungendered (-e or -x), doublet (a/o), or neutral term
(no adj). Each response was coded as only one
category.

Descríbase a usted mismo,
usando
adjetivos
y
características
descriptivas.
Escriba al menos 3 oraciones.

The adjectives used by the participants were
examined for the gendered suffix and then
categorized as either masculine (-o), feminine (-a),
ungendered (-e or -x), doublet (a/o), or neutral term
(no adj). Each response was coded as only one
category.

¿Puede dar un(os) ejemplo(s) del The adjectives used by the participants were
lenguaje inclusivo que usa examined for the gendered suffix and then
normalmente en la escritura?
categorized as either masculine (-o), feminine (-a),
ungendered (-e or -x), doublet (a/o or -@), or neutral
term (no adj). Each response was coded as only one
category.
¿Puede dar un(os) ejemplo(s) del The adjectives used by the participants were
lenguaje inclusivo que usa examined for the gendered suffix and then
normalmente al hablar?
categorized as either masculine (-o), feminine (-a),
ungendered (-e or -x), doublet (a/o), or neutral term
(no adj). Each response was coded as only one
category.
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The coded data was then input into Jamovi4 (The jamovi project 2019), where the
statistical analysis was completed. Due to the low number of participants, the interview
responses are analyzed qualitatively via narrative and discourse analysis (see 4.4). All of
the results and analysis are presented in the next chapter.

4

Jamovi is a statistical analysis software that can be downloaded here: www.jamovi.org
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Chapter 4

4

Results

There were 111 responses to the survey. Of these responses, nine were excluded because
the participants did not respond past the first question. Of the remaining 102 participants,
45 responded to every question on the survey, and 58 responded to some of the questions.
The demographic breakdown of the 102 participants is presented in 4.1. Below, gender
identity and birth country were the only variables found to be significant for both the chi
square tests and ANOVA.
The two variables found to have statistically significant correlations with the survey
responses are birth country and gender identity. The remaining demographic variables
(residence country, education, age) were not found to have significant effects on survey
responses. The survey sample skewed towards young, educated multilinguals. After the
demographic variables, the questions for which responses were significantly correlated
with birth country and gender in the chi square tests of association are presented in 4.2.
As a note, chi square test of association discovers if there is a significant correlation
between categorical variables. The one-way ANOVA results for the Likert-scale
questions are presented in 4.3. As a note, ANOVA compares the means of two or more
independent groups in order to determine whether the means are significantly different.
Finally, 4.4 contains excerpts and qualitative analysis from the two interviews that were
done via Zoom.

4.1 Demographic Breakdown of Participants
The demographic variables collected and used to complete the quantitative analysis is
shown below.

4.1.1 Birth Country
Table 4 contains the breakdown of participants by birth country, and Figure 4 shows the
collapsed categories of birth countries used for statistical analysis.
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Table 4: Participants by Birth Country
Birth Country
Spain

11

Argentina

35

Venezuela

2

USA

2

Colombia

37

Mexico

5

Canada

5

Cuba

2

Puerto Rico 1
Nicaragua

1

The
1
Netherlands
Total

102

The birth countries of the participants were then collapsed to allow for statistical analysis.
The remaining categories can be seen in the chart below. Colombia and Argentina are left
separate from the remaining Latin American countries because they have the most
participants in the study. The US and Canada were combined to become the category
North America whereas Mexico was grouped with the other Latin American countries
since the country’s first language is Spanish. Finally, the participant from the Netherlands
was excluded from statistical analysis of this variable because there was no adequate way
to group their data with that of other countries.
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Figure 4: Participants by Collapsed Birth Country Categories
Table 5 shows the comparison of participants’ birth country to their current residence
country.
Table 5: Comparison of Birth Country to Residence Country
Residence Country - collapsed
Birth Country collapsed
Spain

Spain Argentina

NAM

LAM Colombia

11

0

0

0

0

Argentina

1

32

1

0

0

LAM

0

0

8

3

0

NAM

0

1

6

0

0

Colombia

2

1

4

0

26

Spain is the only country that has no movement from birth country to their current
residence country. Most of the birth country categories have little movement. The Latin
America category (LAM) has the majority of participants moving from their birth
countries. Most of the participants who move from Latin America move to Canada or the
United States. This is likely due to the nature of the recruitment through the university (a
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major source of participants). Thus, those participants from Latin American countries
currently in NAM are likely international students.

4.1.2 Gender Identity
The breakdown of participants’ reported gender identity is shown in Table 6 below.
Participants were allowed to select as many options as they felt they identified with, and
each selection of a gender identity was counted individually. These categories had to be
collapsed for statistical analysis and the remaining gender categories can be found in
Figure 5.
Table 6: Number of Participants by Gender Identity
Gender
Man

30

Cis Man

6

Woman

46

Cis Woman

8

Fluid

3

Nonbinary

2

Queer

4

Trans

1

Agender

1

Genderqueer

1

Nonconforming

1

Questioning

1

Transmasculine

1

Total

105

On the survey, there were 25 options for gender identity, of which only 13 were selected
by participants, as shown in Table 6. Participants were told that they could select as many
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options from the list as they felt applied to their gender identity. For statistical analysis,
the gender variable was collapsed into five categories, shown in Figure 5 below. There
were 14 participants that specifically selected cisgender in addition to either “man” or
“woman” which indicates that these participants have at least some knowledge of current
gender identity discussion and because this was more than 10% of each of the “man” and
“woman” categories, “cis man” and “cis woman” were separated from the more general
category of “man” and “woman” for analysis. The remaining category, FNQTA,
encompasses the remaining gender diverse categories that were selected by participants,
but were chosen by too few participants to allow separate statistical analysis and are also
distinct from the previously discussed categories. The category is labeled FNQTA in
order to avoid using a potentially harmful or discriminatory term such as “other” or
“miscellaneous” and the various letters stand for the selected gender identities such as
fluid, non-binary, non-conforming, questioning, or queer, trans, transmasculine, and/or
agender, seen in Table 6 above. It should be noted that, for clarity, on the survey both the
English and the Spanish term for the various gender identities were listed to aid in
comprehension as many of the terms are English terms that are calqued in Spanish.

Figure 5: Participants by Broad (Collapsed) Gender Categories
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4.1.3 Age
The breakdown of participants’ reported ages is shown in Table 7 below. The intervals
for age were provided on the survey.
Table 7: Number of Participants by Age
Age
18-25

23

26-40

49

41-55

19

56+

11

Total

102

Overall, the participants were young in this survey, with the majority being from the
Millennial generation and then the next largest group is comprised of members from
Generation Z. The fact that 70% of participants were under the age of 40 is most likely
due to the recruitment method via social media and through the university.

4.1.4 Education
The breakdown of participants’ reported highest level of education is displayed in Table
8 below. The categories were provided on the survey.
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Table 8: Number of Participants by Age
Education
High school

9

University

49

Master

28

PhD

14

Prefer not to respond

2

Total

102

The participants were highly educated. Around 90% of the participants had a university
degree or higher, most likely due to the recruitment via the university.

4.1.5 Knowledge of Another Language
The breakdown of participants’ reported knowledge of another language is shown below
in Table 9.
Table 9: Number of Participants who Reported Knowledge of Another Language
Know Another Language
Yes

86

No

16

Over 80% of the participants reported knowing another language apart from Spanish.
This did not have a significant effect on any of the analysis. Out of these participants,
only 3 people reported not knowing English at some level. Again, this is most likely due
to the recruitment method via the university.

4.2 Chi Square Test of Association
All of the questions on the survey were optional, apart from the consent item at the
beginning. Therefore, in the following analysis, most questions do not have 100
responses. In fact, there is quite a bit of drop off in responses, which was expected based
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on the survey design. There are some questions below that had skip logic applied (see
Appendix A). This means that if a participant responded to a question stating that they
did not incorporate inclusive language ever, they would be forwarded to the next set of
questions on a different topic. If they answered yes to some extent, they were asked some
follow up questions. All of the statistical analysis from this section is done via Jamovi
and with Chi Square test of association for independent samples and categorical
variables.

4.2.1 The Correlation Between Gender Identity and Self-Description
Descríbase a usted mismo, usando adjetivos y características descriptivas. Escriba al
menos 3 oraciones.
‘Describe (clitic) yourself (M), using adjectives and descriptive characteristics. Write at
least 3 sentences.’
Table 10: Self-Description Code Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity
Descriptives
self description code
gender - collapsed

-o

-a

no adj

a/o

-e

Total

man

6

0

0

0

0

6

woman

0

20

3

0

0

23

FNQTA

0

1

2

1

1

5

cis man

1

0

2

0

0

3

cis woman

0

2

3

0

0

5

Total

7

23

10

1

1
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This was a free response question. The self-description code corresponds to the various
inclusive options provided in the answer to the above question in their free response,
which was coded according to the adjectives used (see 3.5). Therefore, -o indicates a
response of a masculine gender adjective, such as alto (tall M.S.) and -a indicates a
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feminine gender adjective like alta (tall F.S.). The code ‘no adj’ indicates that there were
no adjectives provided corresponding to the gender of the participant. For example, the
participant could have provided an adjective, like alta, but it would have been in the
phrase soy una persona alta (I am a tall person) where the adjective is modifying the
noun persona (F.S.), although this noun can refer to a person of any gender. By using this
roundabout way of speaking, the participant avoids revealing their gender identity. This is
similar to recommendations made previously to use neutral terms (e.g. Ministerio de
Educación y Ciencia 1988; Ramírez Vélez 2009). Likewise, the participant could have
used adjectives not overtly marked for gender and ending in -e, such as inteligente
(‘intelligent’). The gender of the participant is still left unmarked with these adjectives.
The label a/o indicates a doublet, meaning that the participant used overtly marked
adjectives of both genders, -o and -a. In the chart above, we find that one participant used
both traditional gender morphemes to describe themself (Soy caucásica. Soy acuerpado.
‘I am Caucasian: F.S. I am hefty: M.S.’). They could be doing this as a way to introduce
some complexity into the data, but given that the participant is a member of the gender
diverse category and did not complete a follow up interview, there is no way to know the
motivations behind their choice, and thus the data point remains in the analysis. The final
category in this analysis is innovative use of the gender-neutral morpheme -e. This
indicates that the participant responded with an adjective that is prescriptively overtly
marked for gender using either -o or -a, but instead used -e. There was only one
participant who did this, and they identified with a gender outside of the traditional
binary system (Mis piernas son largas. Soy gorde. Tengo rulos. ‘My legs are long. I am
fat: N.S. I have curls’).
As shown in Table 10, there is no consensus from the gender diverse category on how to
describe oneself, but no member of the FNQTA category used the masculine morpheme o to describe themself. Of course, with more participants it might be possible to see
trends appearing. Additionally, it is interesting that the majority of those who identified
as cisgender do not use the adjectives with typical gender agreement to refer to
themselves, but rather use the roundabout way of describing themselves. For example,
one cisgender woman responded Soy una persona alta, de cabello semi ondulado. Mi
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forma de hablar es bastante formal. Soy una persona introvertida (‘I am a tall person,
with kind of wavy hair. My manner of speaking is fairly formal. I am an introverted
person’). This does not mean that cisgender individuals do not use overtly marked gender
adjectives to describe themselves ever, but it is interesting that in this specific response
they most often did not. All of the men (not ‘cis men’) respond using adjectives with
overtly marked masculine gender, but not all women (not ‘cis women’) respond this way,
with some choosing the roundabout way of the “no adj” category.
With the Chi Square test of association, shown below in Table 11, we can see that there is
a significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variables of gender
(collapsed) and self-description code, with a p < .001.
Table 11: Self-Description Code Compared to Gender Test of Association
χ² Test of Association
Value

df

p

χ²

64.5

16

< .001

N
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4.2.2 The Correlation Between Gender Identity and the Ability to Describe
One Self’s Gender Identity
¿Alguna vez ha tenido problemas para describir su identidad de género en español?
‘Have you ever had problems describing your gender identity in Spanish?’
Select from: no, never; yes, rarely (<25% of the time); yes, sometimes (26-74% of the
time); or yes, frequently (>75% of the time).
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Table 12: Difficulty Describing Self-Gender Compared to Collapsed Gender
Identity Descriptives
Difficulty describing self gender
gender collapsed

No,
never

Yes,
rarely

Yes,
sometimes

Yes,
frequently

Total

man

29

1

0

0

30

woman

45

1

1

0

47

FNQTA

1

3

3

3

10

cis man

6

0

0

0

6

cis woman

8

0

0

0

8

89

5

4

3

101

Total

In the above table, we can see that most participants responded to this question. We can
also see that around 90% of these participants say that they never have difficulty
describing their own gender. This makes sense because around 90% of the people
responding to this question identify as either a man or woman, whether or not they state
that they are cisgender. Interestingly, all cis men and women state that they have no
difficulty describing their gender identity, despite the majority of them choosing to
describe themselves in a roundabout way in the previous section (4.2.1). The terms
‘man’ and ‘woman’ exist in Spanish (hombre and mujer) and are traditionally viewed as
the only existing genders (RAE 2018). However, 90% of the participants in the gender
diverse category respond that to some degree - yes, they do experience trouble describing
their gender in Spanish. This indicates that while an overwhelming majority of the
participants, and possibly the Spanish-speaking population, does not have issues
describing their gender identity, a significant minority does. And this minority is
composed of the people for whom the issue of describing gender identity is most
prominent and applicable.
If a participant selected “no, never” for this question, they were moved to the next
question set, which we will detail in the next analysis (4.2.3). However, if a participant
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selected “yes” to any degree, which was the case for 12 people above, they were asked
two questions on the subject: 1. describe the problems you have had describing your
gender identity and 2. what would make it easier to describe your gender identity? These
were both free response questions. There were common responses to these questions.
1. Describe the problems that you have experienced with expressing your gender
identity
Many responses (4/9) centered around the fact that most of the words to describe gender
identity are in English and are not easy to translate simply into Spanish (e.g. La mayor
parte de las palabras que conozco para describirlo son en inglés, no en castellano ‘The
majority of the words that I am familiar with to describe [gender] are in English, not
Spanish’). Furthermore, these terms can be pejorative in Spanish and, in the same way,
there is difficulty of moving away from the male-dominated nature of Spanish (2/9).
Finally, 3 of 9 participants stated that there is confusion around gender identity and how
to express it in Spanish (Es difícil hacer entender a les demás que existimos ‘It is difficult
to make the others: N understand that we exist’).
2. What would make it easier to express your gender identity in Spanish?
All of the participants stated that being able to get rid of the overtly marked gender for
adjectives or for neutral forms to be introduced in formal or institutional language, as
well as a need for more education (Sería más fácil si las expresiones neutras fueran más
utilizadas en lenguaje formal, institucional ‘It would be easier if the neutral expressions
were more utilized in formal language, institutional’).
With the Chi Square test of association, shown below in Table 13, we can see that there is
a significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variables of gender
(collapsed) and difficulty describing self gender, with a p < .001.
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Table 13: Difficulty Describing Self-Gender Compared to Collapsed Gender
Identity Test of Association
χ² Test of Association
Value

df

χ²

68.6

N

101

12

p
< .001

4.2.3 The Correlation Between Birth Country and the Ability to Describe
Someone else’s Gender Identity
¿Alguna vez ha tenido problemas para describir la identidad de género de otra persona
en español?
‘Have you ever had problems describing someone else’s gender identity?’
Select from: no, never; yes, rarely (<25% of the time); yes, sometimes (26-74% of the
time); or yes, frequently (>75% of the time).
Table 14: Difficulty Describing Other Gender Compared to Collapsed Birth
Country Descriptives
difficulty describing other gender
Birth Country collapsed
Spain

No,
never

Yes,
rarely

Yes,
occasionally

Yes,
frequently

Total

8

2

0

0

10

11

9

7

5

32

LAM

1

4

5

1

11

NAM

5

1

0

1

7

Colombia

10

14

7

5

36

Total

35

30

19

12

96

Argentina

This question is about difficulty describing someone else’s gender identity. Different
from the previous question (4.2.2), the responses to this question are significantly
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correlated with birth country rather than gender identity. Here, we see that compared to
the previous question, now only around one third of participants state that they never
have trouble describing someone else’s gender in Spanish (rather than 90% in the
previous question). This means that the majority of participants state that they have
difficulty describing gender identity in Spanish. Interestingly, Spain and North America
(Canada and the US) are the only countries where a majority said “no, never” in response
to this question. If a participant answered “yes” to any degree, which was the case for 61
of these participants, they were shown the follow up questions: 1. describe the problems
you have had describing someone else’s gender and give examples and 2. what would
make it easier to express gender identity in Spanish? These, again, were both free
response questions. There were common responses to these questions as well.
1. Describe the problems you have had describing someone else’s gender identity
Being unaware of how the person identifies and therefore unsure of what adjectives to
use (15/31) and being unsure of what the correct terminology is and not wanting to
offend anyone (10/31) (Es un poco difícil con las identidades trans sobre todo cuando no
hay espacio para preguntar sobre la preferencia de la persona sobre qué pronombre
quiere se use para dirigirse a elles ‘It is a little difficult with trans identities overall when
there is not space to ask about the person’s preference about which pronoun they wish to
be used to refer to themselves: N’). Four participants stated that the binary grammatical
system makes language surrounding gender identity difficult. Again, some participants
commented that there is a lack of exact terminology in Spanish and the majority of terms
are English and some of these terms have become pejorative (2/31).
2. What would make it easier to express someone else’s gender identity in Spanish?
Many participants stated that they would prefer to ask someone how they identify, but
that this is not normalized currently and there is again a fear of offending people (6/27).
Others commented that because there is difficulty surrounding gender identity in Spanish,
which shows that the binary gender system is not sufficient (7/31). The majority of
participants’ responses centered around the need for education on terminology to use and
how to adequately describe someone (Listado oficial de identidades de género en español
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basadas en las ya existentes en inglés ‘official list of gender identities in Spanish based
on the already existent ones in English’, 13/31).
With the Chi Square test of association, shown below in Table 15, we can see that there is
a significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variables of birth country
and difficulty describing other gender, with a p < .05.
Table 15: Difficulty Describing Other Gender Compared to Collapsed Birth
Country Test of Association
χ² Test of Association
Value
χ²

21.3

N

96

df
12

p
0.046

4.2.4 The Correlation Between Birth Country and the Beginning of Use of
Written Inclusive Language
¿Cuándo empezó a usar el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura?
‘When did you start to use inclusive language in writing?’
Choose from: less than 1 year ago, 2-5 years ago, 6-10 years ago, more than 11 years
ago.
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Table 16: Written Inclusive Language (WIL) Time Frame Compared to Collapsed
Birth Country Descriptives
WIL time frame
Birth Country collapsed

1 year or
less

2-5 years
ago

6-10 years
ago

More than 11
years

Total

Spain

0

5

0

0

5

Argentina

0

10

0

2

12

LAM

2

0

2

0

4

NAM

1

1

0

0

2

Colombia

3

3

2

1

9

Total

6

19

4

3

32

As discussed in the literature review, inclusive attempts and movements have been
around since the 1980s in Spanish (Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia 1988). However,
the majority of participants state that they began using written inclusive language
between two and five years ago. All of the participants from Spain report this time frame,
and most of the participants from Argentina do as well. Colombia, on the contrary, has
quite a bit of variation. As a note, there are only a total of 32 responses in this section.
This was anticipated, as this question was only displayed to participants who selected that
they use written inclusive language in their writing in some capacity. Overall, 15
participants stated that they never use written inclusive language, while 34 participants
responded that they use written inclusive language to some extent. Also, because all of
the questions were optional and not everyone completed the survey once they began.
With the Chi Square test of association, shown below in Table 17 we can see that there is
a significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variables of birth country
and Written Inclusive Language (WIL) time frame, with a p < .05.
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Table 17: WIL Time Frame Compared to Collapsed Birth Country Test of
Association
χ² Test of Association
Value

df

χ²

22.6

N

32

p

12

0.031

Because Argentina tended to stand out amongst the other countries, when collapsing the
birth country categories further to simply ‘Argentina’ and ‘other’, we can perform a Chi
Square test of association and see that there is a significant difference between Argentina
and the other countries.
Table 18: WIL Time Frame Compared to ‘Argentina’ or ‘Other’ Descriptives
WIL time frame
ARG or
other

1 year or
less

2-5 years
ago

6-10 years
ago

More than 11
years

Total

other

6

9

4

1

20

ARG

0

10

0

2

12

Total

6

19

4

3

32

Table 19: WIL Time Frame Compared to ‘Argentina’ or ‘Other’ Test of Association
χ² Tests
Value
χ²

8.95

N

32

df

p
3

0.030
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In Table 19 above, we see that Argentina is statistically different from the remaining birth
country categories in the correlation with written inclusive language (WIL) time frame.

4.2.5 The Correlation Between Birth Country and the Type of Spoken
Inclusive Language
¿Puede dar un(os) ejemplo(s) del lenguaje inclusivo que usa normalmente al hablar?
‘Can you give example(s) of inclusive language that you use normally in speech?’
Table 20: Spoken Inclusive Language (SIL) Code Compared to Collapsed Birth
Country Descriptives
SIL code
Birth Country - collapsed

-e

-x

-a

-o

a/o

N/A

Total

Spain

0

0

0

0

3

0

3

Argentina

8

1

0

1

1

0

11

LAM

0

0

0

0

2

0

2

NAM

0

1

0

0

0

1

2

Colombia

3

0

1

0

2

1

7

11

2

1

1

8

2

25

Total

This question encompasses one of the main questions of this thesis project: how do
Spanish speakers choose to incorporate gender inclusive language? There is no clear
consensus from this sample, but the innovative morpheme /-e/ is the most popular option.
Most of these responses, however, come from Argentina. The second most popular
response is to use doublets (“a/o”) to represent gender inclusive language in speech,
although, as discussed in the literature review, there is much debate as to whether
doublets are inclusive of all genders (see 2.8.2). Interestingly, one of the participants
stated that they use the masculine generic (“-o”) because they feel that it is inclusive of
all genders, a claim which has been studied extensively and found that it is not inclusive,
also discussed in the literature review (see 2.5 and 2.8.2.1). Another participant stated
that they use a feminine generic (“-a”) rather than a masculine generic. Additionally,
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there were two participants that selected in the previous question that they did use
inclusive language to some extent in their writing, but then in the free response followed
up stated casi no lo uso (‘I almost don't use it’) rather than an example.
Finally, two people gave responses, such as todxs (everyone N.P.), using the innovative
marker -x and it is unknown how this would actually be pronounced since neither of these
participants consented to an interview after completing the survey. This is the question
with the fewest participants. Overall, 15 participants responded that they never use
spoken inclusive language and 31 people responded that they do use spoken inclusive
language in some capacity.
With the Chi Square test of association, shown below in Table 21, we can see that there is
a significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variables of birth country
and SIL code, with a p < .05.
Table 21: SIL Code Compared to Collapsed Birth Country Test of Association
χ² Test of Association
Value

4.2.5.1

χ²

34.5

N

24

df
20

p
0.023

Almost Significant Results for the Type of Spoken Inclusive
Language

When performing a Chi Square test of association with the further collapsed categories or
‘Argentina’ and ‘other’, we find that the result is not significant in terms of a p value less
than 0.05, but the p value is near significant with a value less than 0.1.
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Table 22: SIL Code Compared to ‘Argentina’ or ‘Other’ Descriptives
SIL code
ARG or other

-a/o

-e

-x

-a

-o

Total

other

7

3

1

1

0

12

ARG

1

8

1

0

1

11

Total

8

11

2

1

1

23

Table 23: SIL Code Compared to ‘Argentina’ or ‘Other’ Test of Association
χ² Tests
Value
χ²

8.75

N

23

df

p
4

0.068

Additionally, the variable knowledge of another language is near significant for this
tested variable, with a p value of less than .1.
Table 24: SIL Code Compared to Knowledge of Another Language Descriptives
SIL code
Know another lg

-a/o

-e

-x

-a

-o

Total

yes

8

9

2

1

0

20

No

0

2

0

0

1

3

Total

8

11

2

1

1

23

Because the overwhelming majority of participants second language was English, which
provides participants with a grammatical system that does not include grammatical
gender, it is not surprising that the is an almost significant correlation here.
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Table 25: SIL Code Compared to Knowledge of Another Language Test of
Association
χ² Tests
Value

4.2.5.2

χ²

8.57

N

23

df

p
4

0.073

Type of Written Inclusive Language

Although the results were not significant or near significant, it is important to mention
that for written inclusive language, the following Table 24 displays the frequencies of the
types of inclusive language provided by the participants.
Table 26: Frequencies of WIL Code
Levels

Counts

% of Total

-x

6

21.4 %

-e

11

39.3 %

-a

1

3.6 %

-@

5

17.9 %

None

1

3.6 %

a/o

4

14.3 %

Similar to spoken inclusive language, the -e is the most common response from
participants. In contrast, we can see that the -x is much more popular in writing than in
speech, as the second most popular option. If we combine the categories of -@ and a/o,
which both generally indicate a doublet, it would actually be the second most common
response from participants, but -@ is not always orally expressed as a doublet, and these
are different inclusive options in written Spanish, so they remain separated.
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4.2.6 The Correlation Between Gender Identity and the Description of a
Gender Ambiguous Individual
Describa a la persona Belén en esta imagen, usando adjetivos y características
descriptivas. Escriba al menos 3 oraciones.
‘Describe Belén in this image, using adjectives and descriptive characteristics. Write at
least 3 sentences.’

Figure 6: Gender Diverse Group with Gender Ambiguous Names (Gender Free
World Clothing 2018)
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Table 27: Belén Code Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity Descriptives
Belén code
gender - collapsed

-x

-e

-o

8

0

0

4

1

0

13

woman

14

0

2

2

5

2

25

FNQTA

2

0

2

0

1

0

5

cis man

3

1

0

0

0

0

4

cis woman

2

0

0

0

3

0

5

29

1

4

6

10

2

52

man

Total

-a

no adj

a/o

Total

This is a free response question and it was shown to everyone. The majority of the
participants describe Belén as a woman, using adjectives with the morpheme -a. The next
most popular way to describe Belén is using no adjectives (no adj). Just like in 4.2.1, no
adjective could mean that the participants use round about ways of speaking, like Belén
tiene cabello rizado ('Belén has curly hair') where there is an adjective of masculine
gender (rizado) but this is modifying the masculine noun cabello (‘hair’) rather than the
person of Belén. There may also be adjectives that normatively end in -e, such as alegre.
Furthermore, Spanish operates as a null subject language, meaning it is not essential that
a speaker uses a subject pronoun like ‘he’ or ‘she’ (él or ella), allowing speakers to avoid
gendering to some extent. This is different from the category “-e” where participants are
using adjectives that are innovative and would normally be overtly marked for gender,
such as flaque (‘thin: N.S.’), rather than flaco/a (‘thin: M/F.S.’). One participant
responded with the innovative marker -x and two used both masculine and feminine
endings. Some participants did refer to Belén as a man, using the -o morpheme; in fact,
one third of the men that responded to this question referred to Belén as a man. This is a
much larger proportion than for women, perhaps indicating that men may behave in a
more gender-centric fashion than women, as stated in the literature review (Stahlberg et
al. 2007, Nissen 2013, Sczesny et al. 2015).
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With the Chi Square test of association, shown below in Table 28, we can see that there is
a significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variables of gender
(collapsed) and the morphological gender markers used in a description of Belén, with a
p < .05.
Table 28: Belén Code Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity Test of Association
χ² Test of Association
Value
χ²

35.5

N

52

df

p
20

0.018

As a note, the analysis completed with birth country showed that the correlation between
the inclusive marker used to describe Belén and collapsed birth country was not
significant, but the p value was near significant as less than 0.1, shown in Table 30.
Table 29: Belén Code Compared to Collapsed Birth Country Descriptives
Belén code
Birth Country - collapsed

-a

-x

-e

-o

no adj

a/o

Total

Spain

7

0

0

0

1

0

8

Argentina

8

0

3

4

3

1

19

Colombia

11

1

1

1

4

0

18

LAM

2

0

0

0

2

0

4

NAM

0

0

0

1

0

1

2

Total

28

1

4

6

10

2

51

The most common response was to use the feminine morpheme -a, as stated above.
Argentina has the most variation in terms of how they choose to describe Belén, and
Colombia also has variation. Spain is the most homogenous group, with only one person
not using the feminine morpheme to describe Belén. This could reflect national
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tendencies, where possibly Belén is more often a woman’s name in Spain, for example,
but it is unclear.
Table 30: Belén Code Compared to Collapsed Birth Country Test of Association
χ² Tests
Value
χ²

28.6

N

51

df
20

p
0.096

4.2.7 Near-Significant Results
On the survey, there are 22 questions that permitted either quantitative or qualitative
analysis. Of these questions, only six were found to have statistically significant results
with the Chi Square test of association analysis. Some of the qualitative questions are
discussed in the above sections with statistically significant results, in 4.2.2 and 4.2.3.
There were only three questions that had p values of less than 0.1, one is directly above in
Table 30, one is found in section 4.2.5.1, and the other is below in Table 32. The
remaining survey questions and analysis tables are in Appendix F.

4.2.7.1

The Correlation Between Residence Country and the Beginning
of Use of Spoken Inclusive Language

¿Cuándo empezó a usar el lenguaje inclusivo en el habla?
‘When did you begin to use inclusive language in speech?’
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Table 31: SIL Time Frame Compared to Collapsed Residence Country Descriptives
SIL timeframe
Residence Country collapsed

1 year or
less

2-5 years
ago

5-10 years
ago

More than 11
years ago

Total

Spain

0

3

0

0

3

Argentina

4

7

1

0

12

NAM

2

3

1

2

8

other

0

1

0

0

1

LAM

1

0

0

0

1

Colombia

0

1

3

0

4

Total

7

15

5

2

29

Similar to written inclusive language, the most common response is that spoken inclusive
language started two to five years ago. The second most common answer is that the
participant began to use spoken inclusive language one year ago or less. This question is
the only one that had close to significant results (p < 0.1) for a demographic variable
other than birth country and gender identity.
Table 32: SIL Time Frame Compared to Collapsed Residence Country Test of
Association
χ² Tests
Value
χ²

22.5

N

29

df

p
15

0.095
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4.3 One-Way ANOVA
The following five questions were phrased as statements and there was a sliding scale so
participants could select any number to one decimal point between 0 (disagree
completely) to 5 (agree completely). There are no significant correlations for one of the
Likert scale questions, seen in 4.3.3. Again, the only sociolinguistic variables that are
significant are those of birth country and gender. The one-way ANOVA statistical
analysis was done using Jamovi.

4.3.1 The Correlation Between Gender Identity and the Ability to Express
Self Gender Identity
Siento que puedo expresar cada aspecto de mi identidad de género fácilmente
‘I feel like I am able to express every aspect of my gender identity easily.’
0 means strongly disagree, 5 means strongly agree
Table 33: Mean, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Responses to the First
Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity
gender - collapsed
man

N

Mean

SD

SE

9

4.96

0.133

0.0444

woman

20

4.63

0.758

0.1695

FNQTA

6

2.30

1.471

0.6006

cis man

4

4.13

1.750

0.8750

cis woman

5

4.80

0.447

0.2000

The first Likert scale question is significant according to gender. As we see in Table 33
above, the gender diverse group (FNQTA) has a lower mean than the other remaining
categories, meaning that that group does not believe that they are able to express every
aspect of their gender identity, while the other groups’ means agree that they are able to
express their gender identity. Interestingly, men are closest to a mean of 5, but cis men
are the next lowest group after the gender diverse group. Cis men also have the largest
standard deviation and men have the smallest. Men strongly agree that they are able to
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use Spanish to express every aspect of their gender identity, but for some reason, cis men
do not agree; we would assume that men and cis men are the same, but they behave
differently.
With the one-way ANOVA, shown below in Table 34, we can see that there is a
significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variable of gender (collapsed)
and the continuous variable of Likert scores, with a p < .05.
Table 34: First Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity One-Way
ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA (Welch's)
F
Likert 1

4.94

df1

df2

p

4

9.92

0.019

4.3.2 The Correlation Between Gender Identity and the Ability of Spanish
to Express Gender Identity
Siento que el español me ayuda a expresar mi identidad de género completamente
‘I feel like Spanish helps me to completely express my gender identity.’
Table 35: Mean, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Responses to the
Second Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity
gender - collapsed
man

N

Mean

SD

SE

9

4.96

0.133

0.0444

woman

20

4.71

0.748

0.1672

FNQTA

6

1.37

1.136

0.4638

cis man

4

4.28

1.450

0.7250

cis woman

5

4.64

0.498

0.2227

The second Likert scale question is also significant according to gender. As with the first
question, the gender diverse group (FNQTA) has the lowest mean, but it is lower than the
previous question. The gender diverse group does not believe as a whole that Spanish
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helps to express their gender identities, but the remaining gender categories do. Similarly,
men have the mean closest to 5 and cis men have the lowest mean, apart from the gender
diverse group, although the means of the men, women, cis men, and cis women groups
are similar. Men and cis men behave differently again, although we would expect them to
respond the same because men and cis men are the same and in Spanish would identify as
(hombre). Again, cis men have the largest standard deviation and men have the smallest.
With the one-way ANOVA, shown below in Table 36 we can see that there is a
significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variable of gender (collapsed)
and the continuous variable of Likert scores, with a p < .001.
Table 36: Second Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity OneWay ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA (Welch's)
F
Likert 2

13.1

df1

df2
4

9.90

p
< .001

4.3.3 Preference to Use Spanish to Express Gender Identity
Prefiero usar el español más que cualquier otro idioma para expresar mi identidad de
género
‘I prefer to use Spanish over any other language to express my gender identity’
This Likert scale question yielded no significant results for any of the tested variables.
This is possibly due to the phrasing of the statement, but it could also be that native
speakers of a language seem to use their L1 to express complex thought more than other
languages. There was a full range of values selected from the participants, and the
descriptive statistics are shown below in Table 37, where the group mean is mostly
agreeing with the statement.
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Table 37: Descriptives for Third Likert Question
Likert 3
N

44

Missing

58

Mean

3.31

Median

3.25

Minimum

0.00

Maximum

5.00

Despite the lack of significant results, there is an almost significant correlation with the
knowledge of another language, shown below in Tables 38 and 39. This is likely due to
the grammatical systems that are present in English that allow speakers to express their
gender more freely than in Spanish.
Table 38: Mean, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Responses to the Third
Likert Question Compared to Knowledge of Another Language
Know
another lg

N

Mean

SD

SE

yes

38

3.17

1.75

0.283

no

6

4.25

1.17

0.479

Table 39: Third Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Knowledge of Another
Language One-Way ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA (Welch's)
F
Likert 3

3.80

df1
1

df2
8.97

p
0.083

4.3.4 The Correlation Between Birth Country and the Limitations of
Spanish on Gender Identity Expression
La estructura gramatical del español limita la expresión de mi identidad de género
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‘The grammatical structure of Spanish limits my ability to express my gender identity.’
Table 40: Mean, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Responses to the
Fourth Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Birth Country
Birth Country - collapsed

N

Mean

SD

4

3.8500

2.300

1.1500

Argentina

12

3.1083

2.244

0.6477

Colombia

15

2.1933

2.243

0.5792

LAM

4

2.5750

2.803

1.4014

NAM

3

0.0667

0.115

0.0667

Spain

SE

The fourth Likert scale question correlates significantly with birth country. There is quite
a bit of variation amongst the group means, more so than there was between the gender
categories. North America (NAM) has the lowest mean, signifying they disagree with the
statement most strongly, meaning that they think that the grammatical structure of
Spanish does not limit their ability to express gender identity. They also have the lowest
standard deviation, meaning that they are homogenous in their responses to this item,
perhaps because they are not limited because of their access to English in NAM. Spain
has the highest mean, agreeing the most that the grammatical system of Spanish limits the
ability to express their gender identities. Latin America (LAM) has the largest standard
deviation, so it is the least homogenous group, perhaps because there are a number of
different countries within the category.
With the one-way ANOVA, shown below in Table 41, we can see that there is a
significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variable of birth country and
the continuous variable of likert scores, with a p < .01.
Table 41: Fourth Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Birth Country One-Way
ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA (Welch's)
F

df1

df2

p

68

Likert 4

10.00

4

9.73

0.002

4.3.5 The Correlation Between Birth Country and the Desire for More
Flexibility in Spanish
Desearía que hubiera más flexibilidad para describirme en español
‘I would like there to be more flexibility in Spanish to describe myself.’
Table 42: Mean, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Responses to the Fifth
Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Birth Country
Birth Country - collapsed
Spain

N

Mean

SD

SE

4

3.4000

1.960

0.9798

Argentina

11

3.7273

1.902

0.5734

Colombia

15

2.6667

2.206

0.5696

LAM

2

0.6000

0.141

0.1000

NAM

3

0.0667

0.115

0.0667

The last Likert scale question also correlates significantly with birth country. Again, there
is quite a bit of variation amongst the group means. The lowest mean is North America
(NAM) again and also the lowest standard deviation. NAM is homogenous in their
responses indicating a lack of desire for more flexibility in Spanish to help describe
themselves. The means and standard deviations for Latin America (LAM) are not much
different than NAM. These two groups have the fewest number of responses. Overall,
LAM and NAM participants feel that they are able to express themselves in Spanish
adequately. The highest mean is Argentina (followed by Spain), meaning that participants
from Argentina on average desire more flexibility in Spanish for identity expression, and
the largest standard deviation is Colombia.
With the one-way ANOVA, shown below in Table 43, we can see that there is a
significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variable of birth country and
the continuous variable of Likert scores, with a p < .001.
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Table 43: Fifth Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Birth Country One-Way
ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA (Welch's)
F
Lickert 5

df1

df2

p

4

7.69

< .001

16.7

There is an almost significant correlation between this Likert question and gender
identity.
Table 44: Mean, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Responses to the Fifth
Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity
gender collapsed
man

N

Mean

SD

SE

6

1.58

2.010

0.821

woman

16

2.66

2.386

0.597

FNQTA

6

4.47

0.969

0.396

cis man

3

3.80

2.078

1.200

cis woman

5

2.16

1.877

0.839

Men have the lowest mean, showing the most disagreement with this statement. The
gender diverse group (FNQTA) has the highest average for this question, meaning they
agree the most with the statement and desire more flexibility to express themselves. This
group also demonstrates the lowest standard deviation, meaning they are the most
homogenous and the women show the largest standard deviation and are thus the least
homogenous.
With the one-way ANOVA, shown below in Table 45, we can see that there is an almost
significant relationship between the categorical or nominal variable of gender identity
and the continuous variable of Likert scores, with a p < .1.
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Table 45: Fifth Likert Question Compared to Collapsed Gender Identity One-Way
ANOVA
One-Way ANOVA (Welch's)
F
Likert 5

3.27

df1
4

df2
8.97

p
0.065

4.4 Interviews
Two interviews were completed. The full interview guide can be found in Appendix B.
One of the participants identified as genderfluid, 41-55 years old, and was born and lived
in Spain their entire life. The other participant identified as a cisgender woman, 26-40
years old, and was born and lived in Argentina for her entire life. The participant from
Spain will be referred to as P1 and the participant from Argentina as P2
Because only two participants agreed to do an interview, comparison between the written
and spoken data cannot be extensive. However, responses from the interview participants
can be analyzed qualitatively. The participants differ in both of the categorical variables
found to have statistical significance in the preceding analysis: gender identity and birth
country.
The two participants have a different approach to expressing inclusive language in
Spanish. First, P1 stated that they prefer to use the roundabout way of describing
someone as their form of inclusive language, labeled as “no adj” from the quantitative
analysis. In response to the question ¿Es dificil incorporarlo? (‘Is it difficult to
incorporate?’), they stated that es difícil incorporarlo en el lenguaje oral espontáneo.
Entonces, como que poco a poco tengo que pensarlo menos y utilizo figuras neutras pero
reconozco que ahí sí requieren tiempo. No puedes pensar mucho al hablar y después
pensar <<ay mierda>> no lo hice, pero bueno (‘It is difficult to incorporate in oral,
spontaneous language. Then, little by little I have to think less and I use neutral figures,
but I recognize that it does require time. You cannot think much while speaking and then
later think ‘“aw shit” I didn’t do it, but oh well’). From this response we see that, as noted
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in the literature review, it takes practice and desire to incorporate inclusive language
consistently (Sczesny et al. 2015).
P2 stated in the survey that she uses doublets as inclusive language, but that she has
recently started incorporating the /-e/ in less formal contexts. This represents the fastchanging nature of inclusive language in Argentine Spanish currently. She stated Yo creo
que entre la encuesta y ahora la entrevista, esto es muy mutable y en general yo tiendo
utilizar de forma variable depende de la situación comunicativa (‘I believe that between
the survey and the interview now, that is very changeable and in general, I have been
using variable forms, depending on the communicative situation’). She also stated that
doublets are not inclusive and that the /-e/ me soluciona más de forma más sencilla que al
inicio...paulatinamente estoy incorporando más la -e (‘it results for me more, of the more
simple form than at the beginning...I am slowly incorporating more the /-e/’).
Despite identifying as genderfluid, when faced with the question Descríbase, usando
adjetivos y características descriptivas (‘Describe (clitic) using adjectives and descriptive
characteristics), similar to 4.2.1 above, but without the clarifier a usted mismo
(‘yourself’), P1 responded with a clarifying question ¿de mí misma? Bueno, pues, soy
una persona tranquila… (‘myself: F? Good, well, I am a calm person’). So although this
participant identifies as genderfluid, they automatically used the feminine morpheme on
adjectives to refer to themself, and then after thinking, began to speak in the roundabout
way.
Some of the responses were similar between the two participants. Both participants stated
that they had not personally experienced adverse reactions to using inclusive language. In
response to displaying the same photo from Figure 6 above, both participants stated
openly that the ambiguous characters and names made it difficult to describe them. When
responding to the question Describa a Amor en esta imagen, usando adjetivos y
características descriptivas (‘describe Amor in this image, using adjectives and
descriptive characteristics’) P2 stated esketer, alegre, bueno, con adjetivos me
complican...puedo dar una interpretación más masculina o más femenina y entonces, yo
para evitar, cerrar esta ambigüedad, diría jocosidad en vez de jocoso o jocosa (‘skater,
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happy, well, with adjectives, they complicate me...I can give a more masculine or
feminine interpretation and then, I, to avoid, to close this ambiguity, I would say humor
instead of saying humorous: M or humorous: F’). P1 responded Creo que corresponde a
lo que podía ser un estándar parecido a lo que es un chico por el tipo de ropa que lleva
(‘I believe that [null] corresponds to what could be the standard similar to that of a boy
from the type of clothing that [null] wears’). Here, the nature of Spanish as a null-subject
language aids speakers wishing to avoid subject pronouns that would indicate gender
(él/ella ‘he/she’) for the understood subject (coreferential with Amor).
The two participants also agree that the environment surrounding inclusive language is
changing. P2 stated los chicos son pequeños. Ya es muy naturalizado que con la -o no
hay femenino. Después no sé qué pasa, si es la e, si no, mi hijo escribe en su cuaderno
con la -e. Los nenos y las nenas, no, les nenes (‘The children M.P. are little. Already it is
very naturalized that with the -o, there is no feminine. After, I don’t know what happens.
If it is the -e or if not. My son writes in his notebook with the -e. The boys and the girls,
no. The children (N)’). It is interesting that this participant still uses the masculine
generic los chicos son pequeños (and not les chiques son pequeñes) while simultaneously
acknowledging that it is not inclusive. This participant also stated aprendemos usar la -o
mecánicamente y queremos corregir (‘We learn to use the -o mechanically and we want
to correct’). Similarly, when discussing the future of inclusive language, P1 stated Siendo
positiva, pero que poco a poco vamos como que acostumbrando al oído y la lectura
porque lo que ya no es posible es aceptar el lenguaje no inclusivo. Al leer un texto o
escuchar a alguien expresándose únicamente en el masculino genérico, ya no es
soportable (‘I am positive, but little by little we are, like, adjusting the sound and the
reading because what is already not possible is accepting non-inclusive language.
Reading a text or listening to someone expressing themself solely in the masculine
generic, it is not bearable anymore’). Here again, P1 uses the feminine morpheme with an
adjective positiva, to reference themself.
Finally, both participants express the importance that inclusive language has. P1 stated Es
importante, pero cuanto más lo integro, más creo que bueno podemos ir haciendo poco a
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poco (‘It is important, but the more I integrate it, the more I think that well we can go
along little by little’).
P2 provided a different perspective: muchísimo, me parece super importante como gesto.
Porque a ver, no creo que utilizar las dos formas solamente en un conjunto de personas
vas a ver un cambio lingüístico... No creo que necesariamente vas a cambiar la realidad
de género de las personas, pero sí que visibiliza un conflicto. Entonces me parece
importante en ese sentido, de visibilización (‘very much, it seems to me super important
as a gesture. Because let's see, I do not think that using only the two forms in a group of
people you are going to see a linguistic change... I do not think that you are necessarily
going to change the gender reality of people, but it does make a conflict visible. So it
seems important to me in that sense, of visibility’).
Both of the participants from the interviews expressed similar ideas about the importance
of inclusive language and that there is a difficulty when describing gender ambiguous or
diverse individuals. The majority of their opinions surrounding gender inclusive language
in Spanish were similar, despite differing in both of the demographic variables found to
have significant correlations with the tested variables, birth country and gender identity.
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Chapter 5

5

Discussion

The results discovered in this thesis are discussed below, where the importance,
relevance, and limitations are examined in detail. First, the quantitative and qualitative
results are discussed, followed by the limitations and then finally the conclusions drawn
from this thesis.

5.1 Discussion of Results
The significant and non-significant variables are discussed first, followed by the
contributions and current situation of gender inclusive language in Spanish.

5.1.1 Significant and Non-Significant Variables
As expected, participants from Argentina were the largest group of participants.
Colombia also had a lot of participants. We expect age, gender, and country, to some
extent (e.g. Slemp et al. 2019) to have significant correlations with the tested variables
(e.g. Kirkham & Moore 2013; Queen 2013). Higher education could have an effect on
analysis due to more exposure, either increasing awareness for gender diversity or
increasing prescriptive grammar. Birth country has an effect, but residence country does
not. Argentina is significantly different from the other birth country categories in some of
the analysis, which was expected from studies like Slemp et al. (2019). Gender identity
has a significant correlation with many of the tested variables, as expected.
The following variables were not found to be significant in neither the Chi Square Test of
Association nor the One-Way ANOVA: age, education, knowledge of another language,
and residence country. Education was not a significant variable, most likely because one
of the ways that the survey was distributed was via mass email mailing lists through the
university and assorted academic conferences, thus biasing the sampling towards those
with higher levels of education. The knowledge of another language did not have a
significant effect in any of the analysis either. Over 80% of the participants reported
knowledge of another language, and only three people reported not knowing English in
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some capacity. This, again, is most likely due to the recruitment through the university
and conferences based in Canada. According to the literature review, age would be
expected to have a significant effect in the analysis (Kirkham & Moore 2013), but it did
not in this study. As stated above (4.1.3), 70% of the participants were under the age of
40. This is most likely due to the recruitment via social media and in the university
setting, skewing the sampling to favour younger respondents. The survey participants
were young, educated, and multilingual, which does not reflect the true Spanish speaking
population. Finally, Table 5 in 4.1.1 compares participants’ birth country and residence
country. The table shows that there is migration for all of the categories, except for Spain.
It is unclear why residence country does not have any significant correlation with the
tested variables, but that could be investigated by a future study.

5.1.2 Summary of Key Quantitative and Qualitative Results
This thesis finds that 90% of participants with a non-binary gender identity (such as
queer, questioning, or agender) stated that they had difficulty expressing or describing
their gender identity in Spanish, whereas only 3% of people who identified as a man or
woman stated that they had problems describing their gender identity in Spanish. All of
the participants who stated that they had problems describing their gender identity
responded in a follow up question that being able to get rid of overt gender marking for
adjectives and nouns would make it easier to express their identity. Furthermore, only
36% of participants stated that they never had difficulty describing someone else's gender
identity in Spanish. From these results, it is apparent that the binary nature of Spanish
grammatical gender in Spanish causes difficulty surrounding gender diversity for Spanish
speakers.
When describing themselves, there is no consensus for gender diverse individuals. Some
opt to use adjectives that agree with a neutral term (a term that does not agree with the
social gender of the human referent) like persona or individuo, rather than using the
adjectives without a neutral term. One person incorporates the morpheme -e. No
participants provide a response with the -x.
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When asked to provide an example of the type of inclusive language that they incorporate
in speech and writing, the most popular option is the -e., but gender inclusivity is rapidly
changing in Spanish. As one of the participants stated, how they choose to incorporate
inclusive language has changed in a matter of months. In the interview, P2 states that
they have begun incorporating the -e more and more, even though months previously
they state on the survey that they use doublets. In speech, the second most popular option
is doublets, and in writing, it is the -x.
When people started using inclusive language, they stated that they did so in writing and
in speech two to five years ago. The second most common answer is one year or less.
This shows how gender identity and gender inclusive language has become something
that is recently at the forefront of people’s attention. Over 75% of participants state that
they began using inclusive language in speech or writing less than five years ago, despite
inclusive movements being present in Spanish since the 1980s (e.g. Ministerio de
Educación y Ciencia 1988). Inclusive language is changing rapidly. When presented with
a photo of gender diverse and ambiguous individuals, the majority of participants choose
a gender, either male or female, for the individual when describing them. The second
most popular option is to describe them using neutral terms like persona to avoid directly
providing a gender. And in the interview, when presented with the same photo, both
participants openly state that there is ambiguity, and this makes it difficult to adequately
describe the individual.
The only question that did not show significant results for the Likert scale questions was
the statement ‘I prefer to use Spanish over any other language to express my gender
identity’. The rest of the statements have variation in the responses and significant
correlations with one of the demographic variables. Even though this Likert scale
question did not have significant correlations, we still find that the range of values is from
zero (the lowest possible) to 5 (the highest possible), and the mean is just above 3, which
is not strongly in agreement with the statement as a whole.
To summarize and respond to the research questions set at the beginning of this thesis:
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1. Which Spanish speakers incorporate gender inclusive language that is not
established as part of the grammatical system?
We find that the two variables that have statistically significant correlations with the
tested demographic variables are birth country and gender identity. Argentines and
Spaniards are most likely to use inclusive language. Men are least likely to use inclusive
language. It is surprising that age did not have a significant effect on the tested variables,
as expected due to previous literature (Kirkham & Moore 2013). This is most likely due
to the recruitment and the fact that a majority of the participants were under the age of 40.
It is also surprising that the residence country did not have a significant effect on the
tested variables because birth county did, and without further studies, there is no way to
know exactly why this is the case.
2. How and to what extent do Spanish speakers express gender inclusivity orally and
in writing?
This project found that -e was the most popular inclusive language strategy in both
writing and speech. In writing, -x was the second most popular option, but in speech it is
doublets. It makes sense that the -x is more popular in writing than doublets because it is
a shorter way to be more inclusive. There are two participants who respond that they
prefer to use forms with -x in speech, but they did not fill out the necessary form to
conduct an interview, and therefore we do not know how this grapheme would actually
be pronounced when used as an inclusive marker. It is not surprising that in speech, the
second most popular option is doublets as that is the form of inclusivity that has been
around the longest, and is the only institutionally sanctioned way to have gender
inclusivity (Ministerio de Educación y Ciencia 1988; Ramírez Vélez 2009; Real
Academia Española 2018). In speech, it is arguably the easiest to incorporate because,
although wordy, it is simpler to tag on the femenine form than it is to create a new word
with the -e innovation. However, it is difficult for speakers to consistently incorporate
this morpheme when speaking.
3. What motivates speakers to incorporate gender inclusivity?
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From the interviews, the main reason that the participants state that using inclusive
language is important is because it helps to visibilize gender minorities, in line with
Stahlberg et al. (2007) and Sczesny et al. (2016), amongst others. Additionally, both
participants acknowledge that the masculine generic is not inclusive and language cannot
continue to utilize the masculine generic, supporting much of the research surrounding
the use of masculine generics (Eckert & McConnell-Ginet 2003; Prewitt-Freilino et al.
2012).

5.2 Limitations and Future Research
One of the main goals of this thesis is to compare spoken inclusive language to written
inclusive language because of the discrepancy in pronunciation in the gender inclusive
options that are present in Spanish (e.g. Guidotti-Hernandez 2017, Vidal-Ortíz &
Martínez 2018, amongst others). This is not possible with the present thesis project
because only two participants completed interviews, due to the constraints from the ethics
protocol requirements.
The method of recruitment via social media and through academic organizations is likely
tied to the disproportionate amount of young participants and the higher level of
education, which does not represent Spanish speakers as a population. However, we
would expect gender inclusivity to be more prominent among young people (Kirkham &
Moore 2013), so perhaps this also contributed to the proportion of participants under 40.
Furthermore, in future studies we would want to increase the number of participants
overall. This thesis contains responses from a variety of individuals, of different gender
identities, different nationalities, and different ages, but the results could be made more
significant were we able to have higher participation in both the survey and the
interview.
The results show that the -e is the most popular inclusive language option currently, but
we cannot predict whether the -e morpheme will be the solution adopted into Spanish, or
if there is a future for inclusive language at all, even though the interview participants are
optimistic. It might be suggestive of future trends, as we can most likely expect the -e to
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continue to spread. It is, however, apparent that the binary system for semantic gender is
not entirely adequate for many Spanish speakers, as demonstrated by two thirds of
participants responding that they had, at some point, had difficulty describing someone’s
gender identity in Spanish. Despite the popularity of the -e, there is no consensus for how
to best incorporate gender inclusive language as other options were almost as popular.
Due to the fast-changing nature of inclusive language in Spanish, a longitudinal study
would be the best way to document changes occuring. Following a set number of
speakers in various countries for one to two years and monitoring how inclusive language
is used would be an adequate way to examine how inclusive language evolves in Spanish
in the immediate future. Additionally, a retrospective corpus of recent years to examine
how different options are changing would give a perspective on the inclusive markers in
Spanish being used recently. Similarly, asking participants what prevents them from
using inclusive language would add to previous research (e.g.Wasserman & Weseley
2009; Zimman 2017) and create the opportunity for increased knowledge of the specific
situation of gender inclusive language in Spanish. To expand, an interesting project
would also investigate which other Romance languages, which also have binary
grammatical systems, are incorporating gender inclusive language and how they might be
doing so. Finally, to improve this project for replication, recruitment must be expanded.
Particularly, conducting more than two interviews, but also expanding the survey
participation as well. The ethics protocol requirements made it difficult to recruit survey
participants for interviews.

5.3 Conclusions
The situation surrounding gender inclusive language in Spanish is rapidly changing. Prior
to the 1980s, the masculine form for nouns (and modifiers) with human referents was
used as a generic form without much pushback. Around the 1980s, some language
guidelines were provided by government agencies and organizations (e.g. Ministerio de
Educación y Ciencia 1988). Perception studies began around the same time and found
that the use of the masculine generic was not inclusive (e.g. Hyde 1984; Jacobson and
Insko 1985). Women, and other gender minorities, do not feel included by use of the
masculine generic. For this reason, organizations began to recommend including the
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feminine form also when addressing or referring to groups (e.g. Ministerio de Educación
y Ciencia 1988; UNESCO 1999). For a time, that was sufficient but it has not been
enforced. Some language institutions argue that it is not necessary because they claim the
masculine generic is inclusive (Real Academia Española 2018) even though perception
studies say it is not (e.g. Flaherty 2001; Nissen 2013, amongst others).
A majority of Spanish speakers surveyed in this study are aware that describing gender
identity in Spanish is difficult, but there is no real consensus on how best to incorporate
inclusive language. In this current snapshot, the -e is the most popular option. This could
be a fad, or another inclusive option can appear that will eclipse the -e in the future, just
as the -e has eclipsed both the -x, the -@, and doublets. The -e was the most popular
morpheme from participants for both spoken and written inclusive language, despite it
being the most recent to appear. The -e or the -x, or any other inclusive option, could
come to dominate the Spanish language, but without social change occurring
concurrently, gender inclusive language could remain in the periphery of the Spanishspeaking world.
As discussed in 2.8.2, there have been multiple solutions proposed since the 1980s to
make Spanish more inclusive. The inclusive attempt that has been around the longest is
doublets, and the abbreviating inclusive markers (-@, -o/a). This has been recommended
as a way to visibilize women, but it has been critiqued for being a binary inclusive option.
In the mid 2000s, some minority communities began to incorporate the -x as an
ungendered innovative marker. It is also important because the traditional binary gender
system we have seen in recent years is not sufficient to encompass all gender identities.
For this reason, LGBTQ communities began to incorporate the -x as a way to eliminate
the gender system or draw attention to how pervasive the gender system is. However, it is
difficult to pronounce -x and it becomes bulky ([to.ðos] becomes [to.ðe.ki.ses]). For
written language the -x accomplishes the goal of gender neutrality/ambiguity, but it is
difficult to pronounce if you were to incorporate it into the entire Spanish language (e.g.
Colina 2009). Appearing even more recently in the mid 2010s is an innovative use of the
letter -e, which mimics existing nouns in Spanish that are not overtly marked for gender
(Slemp et al. 2019). This seems to be, linguistically, the optimal morpheme because in
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the lexicon -e exists already, and phonologically it is easiest to incorporate into Spanish
syllable structure. Furthermore, it is not as wordy as incorporating doublets.
The environment surrounding inclusive language in Spanish is changing and highly
variable. There is no consensus on how best to incorporate inclusive language, although
the -e is the most popular at this moment in time in both writing and speech. Furthermore,
inclusive language has not extensively infiltrated Spanish. It seems that lots of people still
use masculine generics when talking about people though not when talking to people,
even if they acknowledge that masculine generics are not inclusive, in this interview and
in previous situations (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KUsVgxlqr_k). Linguistically, the -e
is the option that makes the most sense, phonologically and morphosyntactically, but it
might not be the way that inclusivity is adopted into the Spanish language, if it ever is.
And it is also necessary to make social change. Social change has to accompany
linguistic change for the linguistic changes to take hold in a language (Eckert &
McConnell-Ginet 2003; Sarlo & Kalinowski 2019).
The idea that the binary system for grammatical gender is sufficient for semantic gender
expression is only true if you only affirm the existence of two gender identities, or worse,
that gender identity is determined by a dichotomy of biological sex. By forcing speakers
to choose between masculine and feminine suffixes, they may not be expressing their true
selves. You lose a part of who you are when you cannot adequately describe yourself.
Healthy languages change over time, and Spanish prescriptive language institutions have
accepted words such as computadora and tuitear into their lexicons, so why can we not
do the same for gender as social gender roles change?
This thesis is only a piece of the puzzle, a synchronic snapshot in time of the movement
that is currently happening to make language more gender inclusive. The results
presented and discussed here may change in a week or in a year, but it is still necessary to
document each stage and how speakers are utilizing language, with or against
prescriptive guidance.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Survey Text
English
How old are you?
• 18-25
• 26-40
• 41-55
• 56+
• I prefer to not respond
Where did you spend the majority of your childhood (city and country)?
Where do you currently live (city and country)?
What is your highest level of education?
• Primary school
• Secondary school
• University
• Trade school
• Master’s
• Doctorate
• I prefer to not respond
Do you know a language other than Spanish?
• Yes
• No (If no, skip logic to question 9)
Which language(s) do you know?
What is your proficiency level in every language you know? The possible levels are :
beginner, intermediate, advanced, native/fluent
What is your gender identity? (You can select as many answers as possible)
• Woman
• Man
• Transgender
• Cisgender
• Bigender
• Agender
• Gender fluid
• Demigender
• Genderqueer
• Gender non-conforming
• Gender neutral
• Gray gender
• Non-binary
• Pangender
• Queer
• Questioning
• Transfeminine
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Transmasculine
Trans man
Trans woman
Two spirit
I prefer to not respond
Another option not listed : ______________
Do you ever have trouble describing your gender identity in Spanish?
• Yes, frequently (more than 75% of the time)
• Yes, occasionally (26-74% of the time)
• Yes, rarely (less than 24% of the time)
• No, never (If no, skip logic to question 13)
Describe any problems you have had expressing your gender identity in Spanish. Give
example(s)
What would make it easier to express your gender identity?
Do you ever have trouble describing others’ gender identity in Spanish?
• Yes, frequently (more than 75% of the time)
• Yes, occasionally (26-74% of the time)
• Yes, rarely (less than 24% of the time)
• No, never (If no, skip logic to question 16)
Describe any problems you have had expressing others’ gender identity in Spanish. Give
example(s)
What would make it easier to express your gender identities in Spanish?
What is your preferred pronoun for third person reference? If you know any other
languages, what is your preferred pronoun in that (those) language(s)?
•
•
•
•
•
•

Describe Belén in the above image, using adjectives and descriptive characteristics. Write
at least 3 sentences.
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Describe any other person in the above image, using adjectives and descriptive
characteristics. Write at least 3 sentences.
Describe yourself, using adjectives and descriptive characteristics. Write at least 3
sentences.
What are the people like where you work? Use adjectives and descriptive characteristics,
you may describe them individually or as a group.
Do you ever use gender inclusive language in writing (e.g. tod@s, todo/as)?
• Yes, frequently (more than 75% of the time)
• Yes, occasionally (26-74% of the time)
• Yes, rarely (less than 24% of the time)
• No, never (If no, skip logic to question 26)
When did you begin to incorporate gender inclusive language in writing?
• A year ago or less
• 2-5 years ago
• 6-10 years ago
• More than 11 years ago
Can you give an example of the type of gender inclusive language you might use in
writing? Give example(s)
Are there ever adverse reactions to using gender inclusive language in writing? Give
example(s)
Is it important for you to use gender inclusive language in writing? Why or why not?
Do you ever use gender inclusive language in speech? (e.g. bienvenidos y bienvenidas,
etc.)
• Yes, frequently (more than 75% of the time)
• Yes, occasionally (26-74% of the time)
• Yes, rarely (less than 24% of the time)
• No, never (If no, skip logic to question 32)
When did you begin to incorporate gender inclusive language in speech?
• A year ago or less
• 2-5 years ago
• 6-10 years ago
• More than 11 years ago
Are there ever adverse reactions to using gender inclusive language in speech? Give
example(s)
Can you give an example(s) of the type of gender inclusive language you might use in
speech?
Is it important for you to use gender inclusive language in speech? Why or why not?
Do you use inclusive language only with certain groups? (e.g. with friends, people your
age, at work, etc)
Respond to the following opinions on Spanish with how much you agree (1=do not agree
at all, 5= agree completely)
• I feel like I am able to express every aspect of my gender identity easily
• I feel like Spanish helps me to completely express my gender identity
• I prefer to use Spanish over any other language to express my gender identity
• The grammatical structure of Spanish limits my ability to express my gender
identity
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I would like there to be more flexibility in Spanish to describe myself
By completing this survey, I agree to submit all of my answers.
I would like you to contact me in order to participate in an interview via webcam about
this topic.
By providing my email address, I understand that my survey answers will no longer be
anonymous to the research team. My answers will still be confidential and anonymous to
the public.
Write a pseudonym below to identify your survey answers.
After, to provide your email address, use this link
https://uwo.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_aibGph65TSqCff7
•

Spanish
¿Cuántos años tiene?
o 18-25
o 26-40
o 41-55
o 56+
o Prefiero no responder
¿Cuál es el país y la ciudad donde pasó la mayor parte de su juventud?
¿Cuál es el país y la ciudad de residencia actual?
¿Cuál es su nivel más alto de educación?
o Escuela primaria
o Escuela secundaria
o Universidad
o Escuela de comercio
o Maestría
o Doctorado
o Prefiero no responder
¿Sabe algún idioma aparte el español?
o Sí
o No (saltar a la pregunta 6)
¿Cuál(es) idioma(s) sabe?
¿Cuál es su nivel de competencia en cada idioma que sabe? Los niveles posibles son :
principante, intermedio, avanzado, nativo/fluente
¿Cuál es su identidad de género? Puede seleccionar tantas respuestas como quiera
o Mujer / Woman
o Hombre / Man
o Transgénero / Transgender
o Cisgénero / Cisgender
o Bigénero / Bigender
o Agénero / Agender
o Fluido de género / Gender fluid
o Demigénero / Demigender
o Géneroqueer / Genderqueer
o Género no conforme / Gender non-conforming
o Género neutral / Gender neutral
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Género gris / Gray gender
Género no binario / Non-binary
Multigénero / Pangender
Queer
Cuestionando / Questioning
Transfemenina / Transfeminine
Transmasculino / Transmasculine
Hombre trans / Trans man
Mujer trans / Trans woman
Dos espíritus / Two spirit
Prefiero no responder
Otra opción que no está en la lista : ________________
¿Alguna vez ha tenido problemas para describir su identidad de género en español?
o Sí, muchas veces (>75% del tiempo)
o Sí, de vez en cuando (25-74% del tiempo)
o Sí, raramente (<24% del tiempo)
o No, nunca (saltar a la pregunta 13)
Describa los problemas que ha tenido para expresar su identidad de género. Dé
ejemplo(s)
¿Qué le haría más fácil expresar su identidad de género en español?
¿Alguna vez ha tenido problemas para describir la identidad de género de otra persona en
español?
o Sí, muchas veces (>75% del tiempo)
o Sí, de vez en cuando (25-74% del tiempo)
o Sí, raramente (<24% del tiempo)
o No, nunca (saltar a la pregunta 16)
Describa los problemas que ha tenido para expresar la identidad de otra persona. Dé
ejemplo(s)
¿Qué le haría más fácil expresar las identidades de género en español?
¿Cuál es su pronombre preferido para referirse a tercera persona en español? Si sabe otro
idioma, ¿cuál es el pronombre en esto(s) otro(s) idioma(s)?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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Describa a la persona Belén en esta imagen, usando adjetivos y características
descriptivas. Escriba al menos 3 oraciones.
Describa a otra persona de la foto de arriba, usando adjetivos y características
descriptivas. Escriba al menos 3 oraciones.
Descríbase a usted mismo, usando adjetivos y características descriptivas. Escriba al
menos 3 oraciones.
¿Cómo son las personas con quienes trabaja? Use adjetivos y características descriptivas,
se puede describirles como un grupo entero o individualmente.
¿Alguna vez usa lenguaje inclusivo de género en la escritura? (e.g. chic@s, chico/a,
etc.)
o Sí, muchas veces (>75% del tiempo)
o Sí, de vez en cuando (25-74% del tiempo)
o Sí, raramente (<24% del tiempo)
o No, nunca (saltar a la pregunta 26)
¿Cuándo empezó a usar el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura?
o Hace un año o menos
o Hace 2-5 años
o Hace 6-10 años
o Hace más de 11 años
¿Hay una reacción adversa al incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura? Dé un(os)
ejemplo(s)
¿Puede dar un(os) ejemplo(s) del lenguaje inclusivo que usa normalmente en la
escritura?
¿Es importante para usted incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura? ¿Por qué sí o
por qué no?
¿Alguna vez incorpora el lenguaje inclusivo de género en el habla? (e.g. bienvenidos y
bienvenidas, etc.)
o Sí, muchas veces (>75% del tiempo)
o Sí, de vez en cuando (25-74% del tiempo)
o Sí, raramente (<24% del tiempo)
o No, nunca (saltar a la pregunta 32)
¿Cuándo empezó a usar el lenguaje inclusivo en el habla?
o Hace un año o menos
o Hace 2-5 años
o Hace 6-10 años
o Hace más de 11 años
¿Hay una reacción adversa al incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en el habla? Dé un(os)
ejemplo(s)
¿Puede dar un(os) ejemplo(s) del lenguaje inclusivo que usa normalmente al hablar?
¿Es importante para usted incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en el habla? ¿Por qué sí o por
qué no?
¿Usa el lenguaje inclusivo con ciertos grupos de personas? (e.g. sólo con amigos y
amigas, solamente con gente de su edad, de su lugar de estudio o de trabajo etc.)
Responda a las siguientes preguntas sobre sus opiniones del español (1=no estoy de
acuerdo, 5=estoy de acuerdo totalmente)
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Siento que puedo expresar cada aspecto de mi identidad de género
fácilmente
o Siento que el español me ayuda a expresar mi identidad de género
completamente
o Prefiero usar el español más que cualquier otro idioma para expresar mi
identidad de género
o La estructura gramatical del español limita la expresión de mi identidad de
género
o Desearía que hubiera más flexibilidad para describirme en español
Al finalizar esta encuesta, estoy de acuerdo entregar mis respuestas.
Me gustaría que me contacten para participar en una entrevista por teleconferencia sobre
este tema.
Al darles mi correo electrónico, entiendo que mis respuestas de esta encuesta no serán
anónimas para el equipo del estudio. Mis respuestas todavía serán confidenciales y
anónimas para el público.
o

Escriba abajo un seudónimo para identificar sus respuestas.
Después, para dar el correo electrónico, usar este link
https://uwo.eu.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_aibGph65TSqCff7
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Appendix B: Interview Guide
English
You identify as survey gender. Why did you choose this gender?
Describe the characteristics of a person located in the photo:

Describe Amor, using adjectives and characteristics. Use at least 3 sentences.
Describe any other person in the photo, using adjectives and characteristics. Use at least 3
sentences.
Describe yourself as a person using adjectives and descriptive characteristics
How would you describe the people you work/study with? Use adjectives and descriptive
characteristics
What is your preferred way to incorporate inclusive language into Spanish? Does it
change depending on who you are speaking with?
How and when did you learn about the form of gender inclusive language that you use?
How important is it for you to use gender inclusive language?
Is it difficult to incorporate?
Have you had any negative reactions by incorporating gender inclusive language?
What do you see as the future for gender inclusive language in Spanish?
Do you have anything to add on the topic?
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Spanish
Identifica como género de la encuesta. ¿Por qué escogió este género?
Describa las características de una persona de la imagen que sigue:

Describa a Amor, usando adjetivos y características descriptivas. Use al menos 3
oraciones.
Describa a cualquiera otra persona de la imagen, usando adjetivos y características
descriptivas. Use al menos 3 oraciones.
Descríbase, usando adjetivos y características descriptivas. ¿Por qué usó los adjetivos de
género ___?
¿Cómo describiría a las personas con quienes trabaja o estudia? Use adjetivos y
características descriptivas
¿Cuál es su manera preferida de incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en español? ¿Cambia
depende de con quien(es) está comunicando? ¿Por qué es su manera preferida?
¿Cuándo y cómo aprendió la forma de lenguaje inclusivo que usa actualmente?
¿Le importa usar e incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo?
¿Es difícil incorporarlo?
¿Hay una reacción adversa al incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo?
¿Qué piensa es el futuro del lenguaje inclusivo en español?
¿Tiene algo más para añadir?
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Appendix C: Letter of Information
English
Contact Information
Principal Investigator
Dr. David Heap
Invitation to Participate
You are being invited to participate in this research study about language and gender
because you are a native or near-native Spanish speaker, are at least 18 years old, and
have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing and because you responded to a
survey about the same topic.
The purpose of this study is to investigate if different individuals use different
grammatical choices while speaking Spanish. It is expected that the interview will take
approximately 30 minutes. This will be the only study visit for your participation in this
study, apart from the survey that was already completed.
During this study, you will participate in an in-person interview with the co-investigator.
In this interview, you will provide basic demographic information and participate in
multiple tasks, such as storytelling and descriptions. To participate in this study, you
must be at least 18 years old, a native or near-native Spanish speaker (learned Spanish at
or before age 5), and have normal or corrected-to-normal vision and hearing (glasses or
contact lenses, hearing aid are permitted).
If you agree to participate, you will be asked to take part in an in-person interview at the
Western University campus, or an interview via webcam with the co-researcher. In the
interview, you will provide demographic information and participate in multiple tasks
such as describing photos and personal stories. The interview will be audio-recorded to
allow for a more detailed analysis of word choice used during the tasks.
There are no known or anticipated risks or discomforts associated with participating in
this study.
You may not directly benefit from participating in this study, but the information
gathered may provide benefits to society as a whole which include adding to literature on
language and gender.
Can participants choose to leave the study?
If you decide to withdraw from the study, you have the right to request (e.g., by phone, in
writing, etc.) withdrawal of information collected about you. If you wish to have your
information removed please let the researcher know and your information will be
destroyed from our records. Once the study has been published or submitted for review,
we will not be able to withdraw your information.
How will participants’ information be kept confidential?
Only the study team will have access to your information. However, representatives of
Western University’s Non-Medical Research Ethics Board may require access to the
study-related records to monitor the conduct of the research.
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Some personal information will be collected for this study, including contact information
(email address). Only the researchers will have access to this information, and it will not
be disclosed in any way to others.
The researcher will keep all personal information about you in a secure and confidential
location for at least 7 years. Your data may be retained indefinitely and could be used for
future research purposes (e.g., to answer a new research question). By consenting to
participate in this study, you are agreeing that your data can be used beyond the purposes
of this present study by either the current or other researchers. A list linking your study
number with your name and other identifiers, such as contact information will be kept by
the researcher in a secure place, separate from your study file.
If the results of the study are published, your name and other identifying information will
not be used. Anonymized versions of quotes from the interview may be used in
publications if you authorize as such.
Are participants compensated to be in this study?
You will not be compensated for your participation in this research.
What are the rights of participants?
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may decide not to be in this study. Even
if you consent to participate you have the right to not answer individual questions or to
withdraw from the study at any time. If you choose not to participate or to leave the study
at any time there will be no adverse effect to you. You do not waive any legal rights by
consenting to this study.
Whom do participants contact for questions?
If you have questions about this research study please contact:
Principal Investigator
Dr. David Heap
If you have any questions about your rights as a research participant or the conduct of this
study, you may contact:
The Office of Human Research Ethics at Western University
This office oversees the ethical conduct of research studies and is not part of the study
team. Everything that you discuss will be kept confidential.
Spanish
Información de contacto
Investigador Principal
Dr. David Heap
Invitación a participar
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Le invitamos a usted a participar en un estudio sobre el lenguaje y el género. Le
contactamos porque habla español de manera nativa o casi nativa (aprendió el español
antes de los 5 años de edad), tiene al menos 18 años, y no sufre ninguna discapacidad en
la vista ni en la audición (se admite el uso de gafas, lentes o audífonos). O ha respondido
a una encuesta sobre el mismo tema, o ha recibido la invitación de alguna persona
conocida.
El objetivo de este estudio es investigar si diferentes personas usan palabras diferentes
cuando hablan español. Se espera que la entrevista dure aproximadamente 30 minutos. La
entrevista es su única participación en el estudio, aparte de la encuesta.
Durante el estudio, va a hablar en persona en un sitio tranquilo que convenga
mutuamente o por telecomunicación con la co-investigadora para la entrevista. Le
pediremos información básica sobre Ud., y que conteste algunas preguntas y describa
unas imágenes. Para participar en el estudio, tiene que hablar español de manera nativa o
casi nativa (es decir, haber aprendido el español antes de los 5 años de edad), tener al
menos 18 años, y no sufre ninguna discapacidad en la vista ni en la audición (está bien
tener gafas o lentes de contacto, audífono). Grabamos la entrevista para que podamos
analizarla después.
No hay ningún riesgo reconocido ni esperado y tampoco incomodidad asociado con la
participación en este estudio. Es posible que Ud. no beneficie directamente por participar
en este estudio, pero la información recogida puede beneficiar la sociedad entera,
agregando a nuestros conocimientos sobre la lengua.
¿Se puede retirar del estudio?
Si quiere retirarse el estudio, tiene el derecho de pedir que toda la información recogida
sobre usted sea eliminada. Si quiere eliminar su información, necesita avisar al
investigador principal (por teléfono o por escrito). Después que publiquemos o
entreguemos el estudio, no se puede eliminar su información.
¿Cómo se protege la información de participantes para que sea confidencial?
Sólo el equipo del estudio tiene acceso a la información. Sin embargo, representantes del
Non-Medical Research Ethics Board de la Universidad Western puede requerir acceso a
los archivos del estudio para observar el estudio.
Recolectamos algunos datos personales, incluso información de contacto (correo
electrónico). Solamente los investigadores tienen acceso a esta información personal, y
no la revelamos a nadie.
El investigador principal mantendrá toda la información en un lugar confidencial y
seguro durante por lo menos 7 años, pero podremos mantener sus datos indefinidamente
para estudios futuros. Al consentir participar en el estudio, reconoce que sus datos pueden
ser usados más allá de este estudio. Tenemos una lista con su número de participante y su
información personal que mantenemos en un lugar diferente que sus respuestas de la
entrevista.
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Si publicamos el estudio, no usaremos su nombre ni otra información personal. Si nos
autoriza, en nuestras publicaciones podremos utilizar citaciones anonimizadas que no
permiten identificarle a Ud.
Al firmar esta carta de información usted acepta que su voz sea grabada durante la
entrevista. La información proporcionada en la entrevista, incluyendo citaciones directas
anónimas si las autoriza, puede incluirse en el estudio final. Ninguna información que
permita identificar a Ud. personalmente se incluirá en el estudio, y solamente los
investigadores de este estudio tendrán acceso a esta grabación. La grabación de su voz no
se compartirá con nadie más.
¿Se compensa la participación por participar en el estudio?
No se compensa a quienes participan en el estudio.
¿Cuáles son los derechos de quienes participan?
La participación en este estudio es voluntaria. Puede decidir no ser parte del estudio.
Incluso si acepta participar, tiene el derecho de no contestar cualquier pregunta y de
retirarse del estudio en cualquier momento. Si decide no participar o dejar el estudio, no
hay ningún efecto adverso. No renuncia a ningún derecho legal por participar en el
estudio.
¿A quién puedo contactar con preguntas?
Si hay preguntas sobre este estudio, puede contactar a :
Investigador Principal
Dr. David Heap
Si hay preguntas sobre los derechos de los participantes o el proceso de este estudio,
puede contactar a :
The Office of Human Research Ethics
Esta oficina supervisa el conducto ético de los estudios y no es parte del grupo del
estudio. Todo es confidencial con la oficina.
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Appendix D: Ethics Protocol Certificate
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Appendix E: Ethics Protocol Certificate
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Appendix F: Remaining Survey Data
¿Cuál es su pronombre preferido para referirse a tercera persona en español? Si sabe
otro idioma, ¿cuál es el pronombre en esto(s) otro(s) idioma(s)?
‘What is your preferred pronoun for third person reference in Spanish? If you know
another language, what is the pronoun in that (those) language(s)?’
This question created confusion among the participants. This is possibly because the
providing pronouns for third person reference is not done frequently in Spanish, since
there are only two options. It could also be that the question was worded strangely. Some
participants did understand the question and provided responses, but there were not
sufficient responses to permit quantitative analysis, or qualitative analysis for that matter.
Describa a otra persona de la foto de arriba, usando adjetivos y características
descriptivas. Escriba al menos 3 oraciones.
‘Describe another person in the photo above, using adjectives and descriptive
characteristics. Write at least 3 sentences.’
This question is related to the statistically significant question presented in Section 4.
There were 50 responses to this question, but there were not enough responses for a
particular person to allow for quantitative analysis, but the results are presented below.
Participant response

Coding

Sol es rubia. Sol es delgada. Sol es blanca.

-a

Dani parece ser alto como Belén, aunque está inclinado hacia adelante. Su pelo -o
no puede verse porque usa un sombrero negro. Lleva una camisa gris con
bordes de color rojo y pantalones negros.
ángel lleva la cara pintada, tiene el pelo corto y la piel blanca. Lleva una no adj
camisa de colores que parece combinar con la pintura de la cara. Mira a la
cámara con expresión sugerente y divertida.
Sol es joven y rubia. Viste con ropa informal y deportiva.
para la foto.

Ejecuta una pose -a

Lupe es un hombre. Parece ser muy divertido y gracioso.

-o

Lupe es bacanx. Ella es buena música. es agradable.

other

Desi es alta. Desi usa un sombrero. Desi y Dani usan las
pero a Desi le luce más el color gris.

mismas camisetas, -a

Lupe es una persona activa y afable. Lupe mantiene una actitud abierta y no adj
espontánea. Es un ser benévolo y atlético
Desi, es alta, sonriente, con actitud
Amor pelo corto, a la derecha de Belén, camisa estampada y
mano

-a
monopatín en la no adj
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Amor se ve que es una persona animada, alegre. Tiene cabello corto bastante no adj
brillante. Se nota que amor es el alma de la fiesta
Amor es una persona no binaria. No identifico con qué
referirme a él/ella. Amor se ve alegre y tranquilo(a).

pronombre debería a/o

Lupe, hombre joven

-o

Dani es un hombre trans, masculino, de género no binario

-o

Lupe está sentade. Lupe luce alegre. Lupe es esbelte.

-e

Hombre homosexual usando sombrero y joyería.

-o

Sol es mujer, de cabello largo y de estatura alta.

-a

Gordo, blanco, rubio

-o

Amor es cool, amor usa camisa de flores, al parecer amor hace deporte.

no adj

Lupe es algo extrovertido, Lupe irradia alegría, Lupe parece

-o

amigable

Angel es bien colorid@. La ropa colorida y el uso de maquillaje expresivo es -@
importante. Gran parte de su rostro está en celeste. Un cono en su frente de
color negro . Sera divertid@? O solo una postura de apariencia?
Luz tiene una sonrisa Bonita. Está Feliz. Es atleta

-a

Lupe es muy divertido. Parece una persona alegre. Se lo ve Con
colorida y divertida
Amor es flaco. A Amor le gusta andar en skate. Amor parece

ropa muy -o

divertido.

-o

Lupe y sol tienen camisas distintas a las demás personas. Lupe sonríe mucho no adj
y le gusta la música. Mezcla testuras y diseños en el vestir
Sol tiene los labios pintados, ella tiene un monopatín, ella es rubia
Amor parece extrovertide, le gusta andar en skate y usar ropa
algo payase y le gusta divertirse. Usa un anillo.

-a

llamativa. Es -e

Sol es la única que usa cabello largo de la imagen. También, es la única rubia. -a
Su expresión es enigmática, no sabemos si sonríe o está seria.
Lupe tiene barba y una nariz perfilada. Su tono de piel es
persona sonriente
Cruz es una mujer alegre y relajada. Usa ropa deportiva. Le
las fotos

claro y es una no adj
gusta posar para -a
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Angel es extrovertido, a el le importa poco lo que piensen los
muchos amigos en su medio

demas, tiene -o

Lupe es de tez blanca, tiene cabello corto y barba.

no adj

Dani lleva un sombrero alto color negro, combinado con una camisa gris y -o
roja, adicional lleva un pantalón negro. Dani se ve feliz, cómodo con las
personas que tiene a su alrededor aunque su posición corporal se ve un poco
incómoda. Dani es un hombre, de mediana altura y edad.
Lupe toca el ukelele y le encantan los sombreros. Se siente a
amigos y su sonrisa puede ocultar alguna que otra tristeza.

gusto con no adj

Cruz usa sombrero rojo. Cruz se sienta en el piso. Cruz, igual que Belen, usa no adj
camisa azul.
Amor usa skate. Amor parece divertido. Amor es flaco

-o

Amor parece ser una típica hipster. Su peinado es muy moderno. Su patineta -a
y camisa la hacen ver cool pero su estado físico no se condice con eso.
A Lupe le gusta la música. Usa sombrero y camisa estampada. Le
divertir a la sus amigues con su música

gusta no adj

Lupe es oriundo de México. Es de mediana edad, de contextura media, con -o
barba y bigotes. Lupe es amistoso y abierto para socializar con otros
Cruz es una mujer de hermosa sonrisa, que mira seductora a
que lo pasan bien juntos
Desi es una persona alegre y vitalista

Lupe y de nota -a
no adj

Lupe es fanátique de llevar su ukelele a todos lados. Como sabÃa que le iban -e
a sacar fotos, se puso sus mejores botas. Ante todo, Lupe valora su sentido de
la moda, Es tode une manistique al respecto!
Amor es una persona que disfruta andar en skate. Le gustan los colores no adj
llamativos y los estampados. Se encuentra a la izquierda de Belén, con quién
comparte un grupo de amigos.
Lupe es divertido. Lleva botas y sombrero. Es guapo.

-o

Sol es rubio.a; Sol tiene pelo largo. Sol lleva una camisa negra.

a/o

En el caso de Desi, yo tendría problemas de describir si es en cuanto a género. -a
Igual que Belén, Desi se mira contenta.
Desi es una persona alta y fornida. Es una persona acuerpada. Se ve como un -o
adulto joven y tiene el cabello corto.
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Lupe es alegre y divertido. No es mi alto ni muy bajo, ni muy grueso ni muy -o
delgado. Viste de forma moderna y jovial.
Ángel es creativo. Él es serio. Ángel es lampiño.

-o

Cruz está sonriendo. Cruz tiene puesto una camisa azul. Cruz tiene puesto tenis no adj
blancos.
¿Cómo son las personas con quienes trabaja? Use adjetivos y características
descriptivas, se puede describirles como un grupo entero o individualmente.
‘What are the people like that you work with? Use adjectives and descriptive
characteristics, you can describe them like a group or individually.
The wording of this question meant that many people utilized the word personas in their
response, which meant that the gender agreement was with that word, rather than
indicating collective gender of the coworkers. The responses are displayed below.
Participant response

Coding

Soy profesora así que en mi trabajo hay otros profesores y
estudiantes. Mis -o
estudiantes son adultos y en general me llevo muy bien con ellos. Los profesores
que trabajan conmigo son personas comprometidas con la
educación y con
buena predisposición al trabajo en equipo.
Las personas con las que trabajo son mayoritariamente mujeres. Son personas de -a
edades, estilos y perfiles diversos. Algunas tienen un perfil
mediador, muy
resolutivas y proactivas. Otras, a veces resultan un poco iracundas y ofuscadas.
Aunque en general son personas muy motivadas, comprometidas y sensatas.
Son todxs muy distintxs. La mayor parte son buenxs colegas y se trabaja bien con -x
ellxs. Con algunxs socializo y almuerzo o salgo con ellxs. Con otrxs solo me veo
en las reuniones de trabajo.
Es un hombre, tranquilo y un poco impredecible con respecto a
y guapo. Padre de familia y con buenos amigos..

su carácter. Es alto -o

Ellxs son de muchos tipos. Hay gente estudiosx, amigable. Todxs estudian y -x
trabajan en la universidad de Western. Muchxs de ellxs vienen de diferentes países, regiones. Eso me gusta.
No trabajo, pero casi siempre estoy en espacios femeninos. Son personas alegres, a/o
trabajadoras y dedicadas al trabajo con niñas y niños en
edad escolar. La
mayoría suelen ser de mi edad y tienen gustos muy variados, pero coincidimos en
el placer por la lectura.
Las personas con las que trabajo son activas y creativas.
optimistas y responsables. Son un grupo amigable.

Estas personas son no adj
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Son personas libres, con aspectos diferentes, varuadas edades

e identidades.

Son personas serias y ordenadas, bastante característico de la
tenemos.
Son personas colaboradoras, amigables, sinceras, pacientes,

no adj

profesión que no adj

justas

no adj

son de distintas razas, heterosexuales, Cis género y abiertos.

-o

Elles son personas creativas, han aprendido a ser más organizadas, les gusta ir other
a conferencias conmigo, son trabajadoras responsables.
Adultos en su mayoría jóvenes, que trabajan y sienten gran

gusto por la tecnología.

Mi compañero de trabajo es adulto mayor, hombre y de cabello

corto.

Amables, graciosas y respetuosas

-o
-o
-a

Mi amiga Paulis es excelente profesional y excelente persona,
linda, mi grupo de trabajo es muy solidario
Trabajo en un colegio como profesor. El equipo docente del
muy intelectual, dedicados al trabajo y muy responsables

Elizabeth es muy -a
colegio es un grupo -o

Trabajo en el ambito de educacion y en las artes, por lo que
los grupos no adj
varian sustancialmente en ideas, edades y generos. Es difícil por momentos q
estos dos trabajos sean paralelos o compatibles en algunos aspectos . En tanto
uno
tiende a la vanguardia, el otro tiende
a conservar / preservar. Creo
que siempre es bueno contacrase con diferentes tipos de personas. Entrelazarlas.
Mis colegas son inteligentes. Son trabajadores. Son

buenos

-o

Las personas con quien trabajo tienen mis mismos valores. Son
lindas. Prolijas limpias con valores.

estáticas y muy -a

Mis colegas suelen leer poco. Mis colegas suelen preocuparse demasiado por la no adj
corrección política. Mis colegas son snobs pero no lo saben.
Son personas geniales,

con ideales.

Trabajo sola pero puedo describir a mis hijes, una hija y un
y luchadores.

no adj
hijo, como apasionades -e

En la escuela en la que trabajo a la mañana, en el mismo espacio, somos seis: other
Andrea, la Jefa, es alta y grandota. Javier, es muy cuidadoso de su imagen, porque
dice que nunca se sabe cuándo aparecer el
hombre de su vida. Mónica y
Betina son pareja desde hace muchos años. Y,
Pablo es alto, delgado
y vegetariano.
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Mis compañeros de la universidad son personas muy alegres y siempre están -o
dispuestos a colaborar. Son chistosos y muy inteligentes. Ellos son muy amables.
Son personas competentes en su trabajo, dedicadas al sector de
Son personas amables, alegres, trabajadoras, casi todos están
de edad. Son personas dedicas y apasionadas a su trabajo.

la salud

no adj

entre los 20 y 30 años no adj

El grupo suele ser mixto en cuanto a dialectos por la zona de frontera donde -o
vivimos. Pero en cuanto al aspecto físico varía: altos, bajos, tez clara u oscura.
Muy amables y simpáticos.
Son amables, saben mucho, me enseñan a diario y les gusta

debatir, como a mí.

Son personas que rondan mi edad, nos gusta mucho viajar y

compartir experiencias no adj

Activas, curiosas, toman iniciativas, piensan por si mismos,
bien su trabajo

no adj

son tolerantes, hacen no adj

Serios , respetuosos y prácticos

-o

Enrique tiene rulos, igual que yo. Es moreno y bajito. Su risa
Carolina, por otro lado, es más alta que Enrique. Su voz es
intimidante. Es rubia y usa anteojos.

es estridente. other
muy grave e

Casi todas las personas con las que trabajo son conservadoras, tradicionalistas y no adj
estrictas. Les cuesta ponerse en el lugar de quienes no entran en lo que llaman
"lo normal". Son prejuiciosas y poco empáticas.
¿Alguna vez usa lenguaje inclusivo de género en la escritura? (e.g. chic@s, chico/a,
etc.)
Frequencies of WIL use
Levels

Counts

% of Total Cumulative %

No, never

15

30.6 %

30.6 %

Yes, rarely

11

22.4 %

53.1 %

Yes, occasionally

12

24.5 %

77.6 %

Yes, usually

11

22.4 %

100.0 %

¿Hay una reacción adversa al incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura? Dé un(os)
ejemplo(s)
Adverse Reactions

Yes/No
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NO

No

Hay de todo. Algunos profesores (no muchos por suerte) no aceptan que los Yes
estudiantes entreguen trabajos escritos con lenguaje inclusivo. En mi caso,
siempre me preguntan y les respondo que pueden usarlo si quieren. Yo lo uso
más que nada para frases como "Hola a todes" cuando les escribo mails o
"Hola chiques" cuando entro a clase. No lo uso todo el tiempo porque me
cuesta pensar en la concordancia...
Si. Críticas a la falta de rigor académico.

Yes

no, de hecho nunca la he recibido.

No

Redundancia. Los abuelos y abuelas. Los abuelos dice lo mismo
corto.

y es más N/A

Sí, en Colombia mucha gente se molesta, y en Latinoamérica.Â La inclusión Yes
en el lenguaje es uno de los fenómenos de cambio lingüístico que más irrita a
la gente, en tanto que, la verdad, el español es una lengua muy patriarcal.
Por ejemplo, el alcalde de Bogotá, Enrique PeÃ±alosa, se irrita por el
lenguaje inclusivo, y trató de hacerle guerra (luego de varias generaciones
de alcaldes preocupadxs por inculcar un lenguaje diverso). Y también
hay columnistas famosos de Colombia que se oponen. Y escritorxs. Mucha
gente se molesta.
Aún hay muchas personas que no logran aceptar que al hablar Yes
no mencionemos a un solo género, que usualmente se usaba el masculino
y curiosamente, en su mayoría, son hombres los que presentan molestia.
Considero que la regla del español de usar el género masculino es clara y no N/A
constituye exclusión para personas que nos sintamos identificadas con ese
pronombre. Es lo que se hace cuando se refiere a un grupo plural. Sin
embargo, cuando el grupo al que le dirijo son mayoría mujeres, prefiero usar
pronombres femeninos para dirigirme al grupo.
el gran problema es el pronombre neutro, que no existe. Toca llamar a la N/A
persona por su nombre, ej: Daniel está en casa. No se puede decir "el", "ella" o
"elle", porque no conozco la forma correcta.
Las personas conservadoras me dicen que "aprenda a hablar" o me dicen que Yes
"la RAE no lo permite". Otras me dicen que no entienden, pero me piden que
les explique.
No

No

Las diferentes maneras de escribir que se encuentran en el internet, literatura y Yes
libros escolares, ha causado la dificultad en mis estudiantes al no saber cuando
usar y no usar el lenguaje inclusivo.
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Siendo.prof. de lengua hay reaccion en tanto si el uso lo realizo dentro del aula No
es bajada polÃticaÂ y es visto como algo que no esta "aprobado" vaya a saber
uno de quién. a Fuera del ámbito escolar, las reacciones dependen de
las posturas frente a la inclusión que tenga esa persona. En general no he
tenido problemas.
Si me cuesta escribir. No me cuesta hablar

N/A

Sí las personas alegan que cuando se usa el generico femenino no se sienten Yes
incluidas, se burlan cuando escuchan. Se lamentan de que no
es correcto gramaticalmente. La norma gramática es muy machista y
dogmática
No es clara la pregunta. Hay sectores conservadores, sexistas y clasistas que N/A
reaccionan negativamente, pero es muy fácil usar lenguaje no sexista y no me
causa ningún problema.
Mis alumnos (son veinticuatro jóvenes autopercibidos como varones) suelen Yes
reirse cuando escribo una nota y utilizo "familia" en lugar de "señores padres".
Cuando presenté un proyecto institucional, la Rectora de la escuela objetó que
haya usado la "x".
En los grupos de Whatsapp con los amigos de la universidad les causa gracia o Yes
hacen bromas al respecto
Faltas de ortografía.

N/A

Si, en el rechazo de quienes leen.

Yes

A la gente le molesta que se use la expresión "hola chiques"

Yes

Se dan las reacciones adversas como normativas de la rae, hay cuestiones de Yes
posicionamiento políticos que critican el lenguaje inclusivo
Me han corregido como incorrecto el uso de lenguaje inclusivo en trabajos de Yes
la universidad. Me han echado de espacios (que se decían) "feministas" por el
uso de lenguaje inclusivo. Me han interpelado desconocides en las calles/redes
por el uso de lenguaje inclusivo.
No entiendo la pregunta. Supongo que tiene que ver con qué si otras personas N/A
se molestan cuando ven que se usa el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura. Creo
que siempre es una cuestiÃ³n ideológica que poco tiene que ver con la
gramática o la lengua en si.
¿Es importante para usted incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en la escritura? ¿Por qué sí o
por qué no?
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Importance of Inclusive Language

Yes/No

Si por educación y por respeto a las personas.

Yes

Me parece más que válida la causa y la lucha que representa. Por eso no Yes
censuro a los estudiantes que lo usan. Pero tampoco los motivo a usarlo
porque no es algo que se pueda imponer. De todos modos sí lo hablamos y
debatimos en clase siempre. De hecho siempre les doy para leer artículos con
diferentes posturas sobre el tema.
Si. Creo que incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo amplía la
diversidad.

conciencia sobre la Yes

Sí, pero solo lo uso informalmente en emails pero no en clase cuando enseño Yes
ya que temo confundir a aquellos que no son nativos. Les tendría que explicar
antes de usarlo y todavía no lo he hecho.
Es importante para ciertos aspectos que creo que se debe mejorar. Por ejemplo Yes
en tema de profesiones, me parece que si existe la posibilidad de debería
llamar según su género. Pero decir " los niños y niñas jugaban" me parece que
es redundante, porque diciendo "los niños jugaban" se da por hecho que son
todos los que hay ahí.
Es muy importante. Creo que el patriarcado también está en la lengua. La Yes
lengua es un lugar de transformación polÃtica, histórica, afectiva. Importa.
Si, para no excluir a las féminas del habla en público

Yes

No, la mayoría de las veces no estoy de acuerdo con el lenguaje inclusivo

No

Sí, porque debemos desvincularnos de la figura masculina, pero sobre todo, Yes
que realmente todes nos sintamos identificades e incluides en la totalidad de
los aspectos comunicacionales.
No. Porque es escribir mal

No

Sí. Solo así podemos visibilizar y apoyar a personas con identidades de género Yes
no hegemónicas. El "genderbending" se hará más fuerte en el futuro y
debemos adelantarnos en una movida cultural donde quepan todes.
No lo creo relevante.

No

Es necesario recurriendo al uso inclusivo del lenguaje tradicional como en los Yes
ejemplos que acabo de usar la anterior pregunta. No considero necesario
alterar palabras como el "todos" por el todes
Es importante si este
inclusión.
Si
no

uso me sirve para que un otr@reflexione sobre la Yes
solo
el
uso
del
lenguaje
no
me
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parece substancialmente reflexivo.
Se debe incorporar pero esto sucederá gradualmente. El lenguaje se desarrolla Yes
lenguando
Sí. Porque genera reflexión

y una inclusión pensada y analítica.

Yes

Es muy importante. Para visibilizar la diversidad sexual humana, para respetar Yes
a las personas no binarias, para dejar de naturalizar que el masculino es el
"plural universal".
Es importante porque vivimos en un momento en que cada persona tiene Yes
derecho a ser quien autopercibe que es. Si no usamos el lenguaje inclusivo,
estaran quedando afuera, especialmente, quienes no se perciben
como
hombres ni como mujeres.
Sí es improtante porque así se empieza a sistematizar

Yes

Si, porque genera un sentido de pertenencia e inclusión en la
general.
Sí. Porque el género masculino no permite incluir a las
binariza el género.

sociedad en Yes

mujeres y porque Yes

Si, incluyo gente. Creo que no le cambia a los grupos binarios, y ganan los que Yes
no se sienten identificades con el lenguaje binario
No tanto como en el diálogo, creo que son formas de abrir caminos y mentes N/A
el LI hizo que se confrotaran pensamientos y actitudes
Importantísimo. Además de validar, visibilizar y contemplar mi identidad de Yes
género y la de mis compañeres disidentes, otorga una alternativa indefinida de
género en la lengua española. No es poco decir, también, que denuncia al
masculino gramatical como eco de la estructura histórica patriarcal de las
sociedades hispanohablantes.
El uso del lenguaje inclusivo es una decisión personal, como son todas las N/A
decisiones que tomamos a la hora de expresarnos. Prohibirlo es tan imposible
como imponerlo. Cada quien hará lo que quiera, de acuerdo a su subjetividad
y su posición ideológica. Creo que si es importante terminar con
la
"persecución" de las personas que deciden utilizarlo.
¿Alguna vez incorpora el lenguaje inclusivo de género en el habla? (e.g. bienvenidos y
bienvenidas, etc.)
Frequencies of SIL use
Levels

Counts

% of Total Cumulative %
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No, never

15

32.6 %

32.6 %

Yes, rarely

9

19.6 %

52.2 %

Yes, occasionally

11

23.9 %

76.1 %

Yes, usually

11

23.9 %

100.0 %

¿Hay una reacción adversa al incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en el habla? Dé un(os)
ejemplo(s)
Adverse reaction

Yes/No

No

No

Es la misma respuesta que di para la escritura. En mi caso, no tengo problema No
cuando lo escucho o cuando mis estudiantes lo usan.
No

No

No, nunca la he tenido

No

sÃ, claro que la hay. a veces hay gente que lo parodia a uno o le pregunta Yes
cosas cuando habla en lenguaje inclusivo, y le da discursos prescriptivos de
gramÃ¡tica a unx.
Creo que inclusivo no se representa en el habla

N/A

No me parece adecuado usarlo, me parece redundante. Tampoco me gusta el N/A
lenguaje inclusivo de la forma todes, amigues... que se usa actualmente en
redes sociales y lenguaje informal hablado
La gente se burla del lenguaje inclusivo. Hay mucha resistencia al cambio y la Yes
inclusiÃ³n. Se siente mÃ¡s cÃ³modo usarlo en espacios seguros, o cuando
estÃ© en el grupo una persona que se identifique como no binaria.
Despierta la atenciÃ³n de personas conservadoras que reniegan y piden que no Yes
lo use. Hay risas de las personas liberales que no lo usan.
No

No

No

No

No he tenido problemas con ello

No

Ciertas personas prefieren seguir las normas linguisticas y
relacionadas con lo anterior.
No es paso a paso a medida que vamos dÃ¡ndonos cuenta

del habla N/A
No
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SÃ. Las personas son muy reticentes al cambio dicen que complica la Yes
comunicaciÃ³n y que es innecesario. Que la inclusiÃ³nÂ en el lenguajeÂ no
asegura perse la inclusiÃ³nÂ material.
SÃ© que hay gente a la que no le gusta pero nunca me dijeron nada.

Yes

SÃ, la misma que cuando lo uso en la escritura.

Yes

SÃ³lo si lo ocupo en el Ã¡mbito acadÃ©mico, por ejemplo: dependiendo la Yes
clase que se tome en la universidad, estÃ¡ bien aceptado su uso y en otras
clases no (varÃa segÃºn el profesor titular) Por otro lado, en el Ã¡mbito
cotidiano lo puedo usar sin problemas.
Si. Risas u observaciones.

Yes

Al igual que en la escritura, se da en muchos contextos diferentes.

N/A

La misma respuesta que sobre la lengua escrita.

N/A

¿Es importante para usted incorporar el lenguaje inclusivo en el habla? ¿Por qué sí o por
qué no?
Importance of Inclusive Language

Yes/No

SÃ.

Yes

Misma respuesta que para la escritura. Cuando se usa, uno se
estÃ¡ N/A
posicionando politicamente, por lo tanto, es frecuente que los estudiantes lo
quieran usar justamente en momentos de exposiciÃ³n pÃºblica, por ejemplo
en actos escolares en el que hablan para un auditorio amplio.
SÃ, porque visibiliza una sociedad cambiante que busca ampliar las formas de Yes
comunicaciÃ³n.
SÃ, es tiempo de cambiar la forma en que nos dirigimos unxs a otrxs. Sobre Yes
todo cuando se trata de pronombres y adjetivos que incluyen lo femenino y
masculino.
Claro que sÃ. Por un lado, como lucha contra el patriarcado, que tiene Yes
habitaciones en el lenguaje. Por otro lado: porque es injusto
hablar
binariamente en un mundo no binario. El mundo no es binario ni masculino.
AsÃ el lenguaje lo quiera mostrar asÃ.
Lo respondi en la pregunta anterior

N/A

No estoy de acuerdo con el lenguaje inclusivo

N/A

Si, porque el cambio comienza de a uno y como personalmente me

cuesta Yes
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definirme, sÃ© que para otres es importante no usar el gÃ©nero incorrecto.
SÃ. Es mÃ¡s fÃ¡cil iniciar la transiciÃ³n cultural de "genderbending" en la Yes
oralidad, que es mÃ¡s inmediata y mÃ¡s transmisible.
Las personas se sienten mejor cuando son identificadas segÃºn su preferencia

N/A

No lo creo relevante.

N/A

Es necesario porque por medio de ello se fomenta la igualdad y
reconocimiento del otro

el Yes

Es importanteÂ siempre que lleve a un cambio de paradigma a futuro. En Yes
base a modificar prÃ¡cticasÂ no inclusivas.
Si incluye hace bien y molesta a los puristas

Yes

SÃ. Porque es una inclusiÃ³nÂ
que genera debate y una Yes
inclusiÃ³nÂ
consciente. En un auditorio de mujeres decir bienvenidas
estamos contentas genera un sentido de identidad diverso. Las palabras tienen
poder
Es fundamental para que deje de ser una simple expresiÃ³n de deseo de Yes
equidad y pase a ser un acto verdaderamente performativo: que cada acto de
habla sea un statement de equidad.
Es importante usar el lenguaje inclusivo al hablar porque nos toca vivir y Yes
convivir en un momento en el que las personas tienen derecho a ser quienes
autoperciben que son. Si no lo usamos, podemos dejar afuera a quienes no se
autoperciben ni como hombres ni como mujeres.
Si, me parece importante porque estamos incluyendo a todo tipo de gÃ©neros Yes
y a las reprsentaciones que tienen les demÃ¡s en esta sociedad. EstarÃamos
dando pie a que se abran puertas y no a seguir encasillando todo en: nena/
nene.
SÃ. Por las mismas razones que en la escritura.

Yes

SÃ, por las mismas razones que enunciÃ© en los apartados sobre la lengua Yes
escrita.
La misma respuesta que sobre la lengua escrita.

N/A

¿Usa el lenguaje inclusivo con ciertos grupos de personas? (e.g. sólo con amigos y
amigas, solamente con gente de su edad, de su lugar de estudio o de trabajo etc.)
Situations for Inclusive Language

Yes/No
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No. Lo intento utilizar con todos.

No

Con amigos (a veces como broma)

Yes

Lo uso en general en todos los espacios comunicativos.

No

Solo de forma informal en el lugar de trabajo y a veces con amigxs.Â Y por Yes
ahora siempre de forma escrita. Estoy empezando a usar el 'they' en inglÃ©s
cuando la persona asÃ lo quiere
Lo trato de usar lo mÃ¡s posible. Pero lo uso mÃ¡s con amigxs. Y lo uso mÃ¡s Yes
en contextos mÃ¡s queer que heternormativos.
Generalmente no

No

No

No

En la mayorÃa de los espacios, nunca con mi familia.

Yes

Solo con amigues que tambiÃ©n lo usan. Lo evito en mi casa, por ejemplo.

Yes

Actualmente trato de incorporarlo a mi uso diario.

No

Con grupos a los que no conozco.

Yes

Con mis estudiantes y compaÃ±eros de estudio

Yes

Los uso en ciertos lugares si. Cuando sÃ©Â que molestarÃ¡nÂ al otro trato de Yes
menguarlas.
Cuando se me ocurre

Yes

No. TratoÂ de usarloÂ siempre y de abrir el debate sobre ello

No

Lo uso siempre, salvo cuando sÃ© que la otra persona se puede poner violenta No
conmigo.
Lo uso siempre.

No

Si, sÃ³lo con amigos y ciertos familiares.

Yes

Si, mayor me en la vida privada. En menor medida en el campo laboral.

Yes

Trato de usarlo lo mÃ¡s que puedo. Eso sÃ, si me reconozco en lugares Yes
hostiles o potencialmente inseguros para mÃ integridad, me atengo a usar el
masculino.
SÃ. En mi trabajo, por ejemplo, no puedo utilizarlo. No estÃ¡ permitido.

Yes
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